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BUSINESS PLAN FOR NEW PROGRAMS

Business plans must be submitted to the Academic Program Planning Sub-committee (APPS) by
December 1st, for programs to be implemented in the fall of the following academic year. APPS will
forward the business plans to the Board of Governors, Credential Validation Service, and the Ministry
for approval.
The Business Plan will be developed using this template, and in consultation with a Curriculum
Consultant from the Centre for Academic Excellence (CAE). All areas of this template and all
Appendices must be completed.

1.0

Program Specifications:

Media Foundation (41903)

Title of Proposed Program:

Credential to be Awarded:

_____ Local Board Approved Certificate
___X_ Ontario College Certificate
_____ Ontario College Diploma
_____ Ontario College Advanced Diploma
_____ Ontario College Graduate Certificate
_____ Degree

Intake(s):

____X_ Fall

Year of First Intake:

2015 - Fall

No. of Students in First
Intake:
Length of Program:

___X__ Winter

_____ Spring

40

Number of semesters – 2 Semesters
Semester length (in weeks) - 15 Weeks per semester

2.0

Executive Summary

Media Foundation is proposed as a 2 semester – 1 year certificate program delivered primarily in a
classroom and computer lab format.
Fanshawe College is one of the few colleges in the Ontario college system that does not have a Media
Foundation or Pre-Media program. Currently, a student who is interested in media studies, yet uncertain of
the field, is forced to attend a GTA college who can provide a foundation year of media education. There
they can take a one-year ‘media primer’ program that (a) transitions them from high school into the college
system, (b) buys some time to develop or expand their skillset and (c) cultivate an interest in a specific media
career program. In most cases, upon completion of his/her year of foundational studies, the student
continues on to a media program within the same college. This results in Fanshawe College losing this
student to the GTA throughout his/her entire educational path.
There are a number of reasons why a Media Foundation program would be beneficial to Fanshawe College.
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First, the proposed Media Foundation program is intended to fill the current gap that exists between high
school media studies and that of a media career college program. It is designed to introduce the student to a
wide range of media roles and technologies and give him/her an opportunity to develop a sense of, and
passion for, working within a specific industry.
Second, it is intended to lower attrition. Several students who graduate from high school and enter a college
media career program, unaware of what the career entails, will drop out within the first semester, stating that
‘the program was not what they thought it would be’. Presenting the student with an extensive media
experience in a foundational year will enable him/her to choose the career program that is truly
representative of his/her interests and career aspirations.
Third, this program will serve as an enrolment growth opportunity for Fanshawe College. It will provide local
high school graduates the opportunity to stay and continue to study locally. A student who wishes to enroll in
a one-year media primer program is currently forced to study in the GTA. Offering a Media Foundation
program at Fanshawe College enables the college to retain those students.
Other areas of growth and enrolment opportunities are via international and university graduate applications.
International students may wish to take a media preparatory year to develop basic literary and language
skills before committing to a specific career program. University students graduating with a degree in ‘theory’
will benefit from an additional year of studies, complementing their existing education with a practical media
education. Within this framework the program would also serve as an exit point of study.
Local and provincial experts have highly endorsed the curriculum having participated in focus groups and
round tables. Based on an internal advisory committee, inclusive of the various career programs within the
School of Contemporary Media, support for the one-year foundational program was enthusiastically given.

3.0

Academic Programming and Quality

Score: ___/25

New programs will be developed by the School/Faculty responsible for the program in consultation
with the other affected enabling/partner divisions/departments including, but not limited to, Language
and Liberal Studies, Co-operative Education, Continuing Education, departments responsible for
service delivery and support of the program, etc. *See Appendix G for the detailed list*

3.01 Program Description
 Attached Appendix B: Program Description.
Admission Standards:
Consultation: Registrar’s Office.
Standard Wording for Post-Secondary Programs:
 Ontario Secondary School Diploma with the majority of senior level courses at the
College (C), University (U) or University/College (M) levels, OR Grade 12 Equivalency,
OR Mature Student Status.
 Grade 12 English at the (C) or (U) level.

3.02 Curriculum
 Attached Appendix E: Degree Audit/ Program of Instruction

3.03 Curriculum Design and Delivery
 Attached Appendix A1: Program Outcomes- Curriculum Map

The target audience(s) are direct (90-95%) and non-direct (5-10%) students from High
school. There is also a possible entry from current prep programs: Fine Art
Foundation, General Arts Media and Design stream, or film stream and in future via
Design fundamentals which is expected to launch in next three years. Additionally,
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there may be applications from university students as well as some international
students.
3.04 Vocational Program Learning Outcomes
 Attached Appendix A: Program Maps, Form 1 - Vocational Program Outcomes.

3.05 Employability Skills Learning Outcomes
 Attached Appendix A: Program Maps, Form 2 - Essential Employability Skills
Outcomes.

3.06 Ministry Form for Weighting Purposes
 Attached Appendix D: Program Delivery Information (PDI) Form to Calculate Program
Funding Parameters.

3.07 Relationship to Professional or Licensing Bodies
There is not an accrediting body for this subject/ level.
3.08 Course Descriptions
 Attached Appendix C: Program Curriculum.
What method(s) of delivery are planned?
 Lab and/or Classroom with FOL for each course. Homework and projects outside of
class
 Some capacity for hybrid delivery especially as students move to upper semesters
 Experiential learning, project based learning and flipped classroom methodologies
Explain your deliberations regarding the use of alternative delivery.
As the program is launched, faculty will explore alternate delivery methods. Since the program
has a high level of software use and students will have a natural affinity for web-based
applications, it is expected that hybrid models and other learning formats will develop.
Explain the role experiential learning will play as part of the chosen curriculum.
Related programs in this area use experiential and project based learning.
What opportunities will there be for developing learning pathways?
The Media Foundation program will be consistent with other similar Fanshawe College
programs in that it will add additional points toward the application to a career program.
Explain how research and innovation will be introduced into the curriculum.
The college 5-year plan supports and encourages some research and/or scholarly activity.
Within 5 years there will be research in the curriculum. As a preparatory program students will
be introduced to research concepts and practices. Students who move on to a career program
will learn to work with clients and may participate in research projects.
Describe how you will comply with any regulatory or accreditation requirements.
N/A

4.0

Fit of Program

Score: ___/25

4.01 Institutional Fit
How does the program fit with the College’s institutional mandate, strategic plan and
priorities?
The program will bring new FTE students to Fanshawe meeting Strategic Goal # 1. The
program is a two-semester program. Enrolment will start with one section of 40 students. After
one or two years it is estimated that enrolment will increase from one section to two and quite
possibly 3 sections eventually totaling 100 students. The goal of this program is to introduce
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students to a wide range of media roles and technologies and prepare them to move on to a
specific media career program.
This program will provide a solid transition from high school to the college system and will align
perfectly with the media career programs offered through the School of Contemporary Media.
Graduates of the Media Foundation program will choose to study in a number of programs in
Contemporary Media including: Interactive Media and Design, Video Game Development,
Broadcast Journalism, Broadcasting Radio, Broadcasting Television, Music Industry Arts,
Photography, and Theatre Arts.
The School of Contemporary Media is a Centre of Excellence and as such provides a premier
learning and career preparation experience in the Ontario Community College system.

4.02 Similarity of Program
How is the program similar to or different from existing programs at the College?
This program is similar to the other two-semester, one-year Ontario Certificate programs at
Fanshawe College (i.e. Fine Art Foundation). It introduces students to the fundamentals of
media theory and design by incorporating practical skills, critical thinking and media
vocabulary. Students in this program will study: image capture and manipulation, audio & video
editing, digital design, performance, idea conceptualization, media and design history,
storyboarding, team work, marketing and personal branding, and portfolio development.
The Media Foundation program is designed to give students a broad base of experience and
knowledge in the media arts. It is focused on the high school graduate who is interested in the
media field but is perhaps unsure or not ready to choose a career focus. It is estimated that
approximately 95% of incoming students will be direct entry from high school. The other
percentage will include University applicants looking to ‘top up’ their media education with
practical skills as well as International students who may wish to take a year and develop their
language skills before entering a career program, or stay for a second one year certificate to
increase employability length in Canada.

What impact will this program have on existing programs at the College? Does the
proposed program provide additional breadth to our offerings, or does it add specific
disciplinary depth?
The proposed Media Foundation program ‘may’ have an impact on the curriculum of the career
media programs. Students will graduate the Media Foundation program with a wider and more
advanced range of media skills thereby being better prepared for their media program of
choice. Career programs may have to tailor their curriculum accordingly.
Enrolment across the college will be impacted, at least initially. For example, it is estimated that
95% of the Media Foundation intake will come directly from high school. Additional applicants
will also come from other existing programs within Fanshawe College like the Interactive Media
program therefore some of these programs will take a ‘hit’ enrolment wise. It should also be
noted that oversubscribed programs such as Music Industry Arts and Broadcast Television
have students that do not get accepted first round. Many of these students stay and take a
General Arts year with the goal of applying again the next year. Music Industry Arts has a
substantial number of students that do not make it in first round. It is estimated that many of
these students take General Arts and apply to the MIA program again the following year. Some
of these students may shift over to the Media Foundation program as it has a significant audio
component in the curriculum. These students may definitely prefer to enter a program that has
practical media focus with substantial audio (capturing, mixing, editing) in it. Should this be the
case, the Media Foundation program will feel a substantial increase in enrolment with both
‘normal’ applicants (high school) as well as shifting internal applicants. The Media Foundation
program will likely grow.

Are there similar programs being offered provincially to the one being proposed?
Nationally?
(Include location of programs and a brief description of these programs.)
Currently, Fanshawe College is one of the only colleges in Ontario that does not have a Media
Foundation, Pre-Media (or equivalent) program. Humber, Sheridan, Mohawk, Conestoga,
Centennial, Seneca, Loyalist, Durham, Algonquin all have these types of programs and many
have had them for years and are well established. This type of programming is a staple at
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many Canadian community colleges particularly in urban centres and attracts high numbers of
applicants.
Attached is a chart of enrolment in similar Ontario programs in 2013 based on OCAS statistics.

What makes this program unique from existing programs that are similar?
The curriculum is fresh and relevant. Professors and administrators have developed it internally
drawing on the experience and best practices from each program. An advisory panel made up
of industry professionals representing every discipline has endorsed it. It has been designed to
help incoming high school students better prepare themselves by allowing them to experience a
wide range of media roles and applications before making a career program choice. The
curriculum is a spirited combination of media theory and practical hands on learning. The first
term introduces students to the world of media. They will go on studio tours where they will see
first hand how a production facility operates and listen to lectures by professionals working in
the field. Students will capture original images, video and audio and learn the industry standard
applications used to edit them. They will participate in a variety of performances including voice
and acting. They will hone their writing skills by preparing presentations and interactive
documents.
In their second term students will learn to look at media conventions through a more critical eye.
They will participate in-group work, develop personal branding, discuss and critique media
campaigns. The year will culminate with every student having a portfolio representing a broad
range of refined media based work.

4.03 Transfer between Proposed Program and Other Post-Secondary Programs
None - as this is a foundation program. Certificate will assist people with points to get into a
career program.
Key Questions/perspectives in this Section that need to be addressed for APPS:
Please identify any new partnerships that are part of this opportunity
NA
What would be the competitive advantage of the program?
 Current fresh curriculum that combines theory with strong practical applications.
 Students will be more advanced and better prepared for moving into career media
programs both at Fanshawe and elsewhere.
 Attrition will go down.
 Dedicated and committed faculty with industry experience.
 Strong links to internal Fanshawe Media programs as well as to the local media,
advertising, marketing and gaming community partners.
 Digital economy and cultural economy are growing.
How do they competitors differentiate themselves?
Competing colleges invest in their relationships with the industry and local businesses. They
have had a significant head start as most of the media foundation / pre-media programs in the
GTA have been running for years and thereby having had the opportunity to establish their
‘brand’.

5.0

Demand for Program

Score: ___/25

5.01 Student Demand (from Stage Gate I – may be enhanced from research)
The Government has identified the media field as an area of continued growth. London has a
substantial combination of web/internet, marketing and 3D & gaming companies. These
companies have identified the need for not only highly trained individuals but also graduates
that have a wide variety of generalist skills.
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Student Demand (from Stage Gate I – may be enhanced from research)
Attached – OCAS statistics

5.02 Employment Demand (from Stage Gate I – may be enhanced from research)
 Provide evidence of demand for this type of graduate from industry. Include trend data,
feedback from and support of the College/Program Advisory Committee, and other data
sources. Provide evidence of industry support for this program (Letters of support are ideal)

Student target: direct, non –direct and International
Key Questions/perspectives in this Section that need to be addressed for APPS:
Please identify your student target (Persona – Internal or External) and both quantify and
qualify their needs.
How will this program help achieve the College’s enrolment growth strategy?
This program brings new FTE students to the college in an affinity subject area and adds a new
one-year certificate to the School of Contemporary Media.
Enrolment by year three is projected by Strategy and planning to be 67 students.
What strategic benefit will this program provide?
 Grow student numbers
 Creates students that are better prepared to make a career program choice
 Curricula that complements existing programs
 Meets regional economic growth plans
 Dedicated faculty
 Community support
 “meets the needs of our various communities for educated and trained
workers/citizens?”
 Educates students in digital economy and cultural economy

6.0

Feasibility of Program

Score: ___/25

6.01 Physical Resources
 a) Technology requirements - include capital equipment required for start-up and full
implementation of the program; type of equipment and infrastructure enhancements needed
to operationalize the equipment (electrical upgrade, water, eye wash station, fume hood,
etc.) and results of consultations and discussions regarding technology requirements.
 b) Space requirements - include special space requirements such as lab or designated
space; required renovations or installations; and results of consultations and discussions
regarding space requirements and location of program.
See Appendix D - for lab /classroom/total TCH hours breakdown
 c) Computing requirements - include hardware and software required for start-up and full
implementation of the program; cost of hardware/software and results of consultations and
discussions regarding technology requirements.
Required:
The Media Foundation program will require a combination of standard lecture and computer
labs (approximately 19 hours term 1 – a maximum of 21 hours term 2). There is willingness
in Contemporary Media to find the course hours within existing programs and in dedicated
spaces. Computer labs will run software applications that already exist for other programs
(i.e. general labs running the Adobe Suite of tools). However, general-purpose labs and
classrooms will also be required. There may be additional expenditures that will have an
impact on college services. For example, the Media Foundation program will need a
significant amount of digital cameras (40?!) (DSLRs). Normally Media Loans in the Resource
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Centre would facilitate the loan of these cameras to students. It should be assumed that ML
would most likely need to supplement their camera inventory. It has also been suggested
that each student purchase an iPad for this program. This would help reduce the need for
various types of equipment (from media loans) and lab computers as the iPad comes
equipped with browsers for the internet, digital still and video cameras, video editing
software, presentation and word processing software as well.

Key Questions/perspectives in this Sub-Section that need to be addressed for APPS:
Please estimate the amount of capital investment required to implement this program
that is beyond your existing capital allotment. If this exceeds $1.5 Million, also indicate
if you have identified the source of these funds.
See attached costing projection by Strategy and Planning?
Identify size, type and attributes of classroom and/or dedicated labs
35 - 40 seat regular computer labs – similar to M2018 & M2022 (PC & Mac labs) on campus.
Identify special lab amenities/attributes (functional requirements noted in 6.01a that
impact 6.01b)
Computer labs should be consistent with other programs using media and graphic applications.
i.e. above average video and audio cards, decent speakers on every computer, Wi-Fi, VDPs.
SMART boards.
Will the program require additional space (offices, dedicated academic space, etc.)?
Workspaces are needed for each full time faculty connected to the program, for the program
coordinator, and for support staff
What are the implications for existing IT architecture given program size, delivery format
and computing requirements?
Fits within current norms
What are the software requirements (include Connect and program fees)?
Not a Connect program. Currently no additional program fees expected; however many media
programs do have NTI fees and this program may include NTI fees for trips, etc.
Software parallel to high-end post grad computer labs like M2018 & M2022 on campus
What are the software licensing fees (one time and annual)?
Same as the Interactive Media & Design program labs at CDPA (412 & 420) or the Special
Effects & Editing program at main campus. The Adobe Master Suite, Cinema 4D, Office Suite
and various other software from year to year.
Is there a requirement to purchase enabling technologies (clickers, smart boards, etc.)?
Standard needs of all future classrooms – podium, projector, smart board, Wi-Fi, crossfunctional seating and data drop and electrical needs to support BYOD students
Can the proposed hardware and software run on the College’s networks?
Yes
What are the on-line registration, e-learning and FOL requirements?
Within current norms.
Are there specific IT staff support needs for the program?

6.02 Learning Resources
Similar to Interactive programs – Library and Media needs
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6.03 Human Resources
Strategy and Planning costing projection includes one, full time hire for startup. Depending on
program expansion there will be a second FT hire necessary for Year 2. Two courses are
service courses from LLS. A coordinator role is essential to program success.
Additional FTE and NFT faculty will be required once student flow through happens

Key Questions/perspectives in this Sub-Section that need to be addressed for APPS:
Estimate the staffing requirements that are above your existing HR complement.
The Media Foundation program will start with an intake of approximately 35 – 40 (1 section) in
the first year. By second year it should be an intake of 60 - 70 students (2 sections).
At the beginning of the program there should be allowance for a coordinator, one full time
faculty and several part time instructors. As the program begins to grow, staffing will need to
reflect increased enrolments.
Dedicated, committed, talented faculty and staff are key to this program having a leadership
role in our catchment. Failing to invest in the right people, at the right moment for creative and
curriculum success will result in less quality for students and fewer future FTE enrolments.

Would there be any changes to your current staffing arrangements in order to implement
this new program?
No
Would there be any additional training needs?
This topic is very dependent on constant software upgrading so faculty PD will be necessary

6.04 Student Services/Learning Experiences (TBD as program develops)






Connections to Centre for Academic Excellence (CAE)
Connections to Continuing Education.
Connections to International Education.
Connections to Centre for Research and Innovation.
Other Learner / Student Success Services as required.
Consultation: as listed above, expand if required for your program proposal

6.05 Marketing Plan
 Outline marketing strategies that will assist in reaching the appropriate student populations
for this program.
TBD pending program approval – BUDGET $10,000.00
.

6.06 Multi-Year Enrollment Projections (Headcount)
Year One

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

40

70

70

32

63

72

133

Year Two
Year Three
Year Four
Number of
Graduates
Total
Enrollment

40

6.07 Budget for Program - (multi-year)
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2017/18

Ongoing

 Attached Complete Appendix F: Multi-Year Budget Projections.

6.08 Tuition Fees

 Proposed annual tuition fee: $___2685.76_______
 Fees:

Regular

Yes __X___

No _____

Deregulated

Yes _____

No _____

 What are other colleges charging for similar programs?
Durham College /Pre Media- $2609.00 base
Mohawk College /Pre Media & Entertainment - $2600.00 base
Conestoga College /Media Foundations - $3723.44 including Ancillary Fees
Seneca College /Pre Media - $3369.00 base
Loyalist College /Media Experience - $3659.00 including Ancillary Fees
Sheridan College /Media Fundamentals - $15,465.01 base

6.09 Start Up Costs
 Attached one time marketing costs, > $10,000
Capital requirements, labs and software – see Appendix F (dependent on space)

6.10 Allocation of Resources
 TBA – to be discussed at fall budget review and Base budget
Creation of budget package

7.0

Consultation Report
Include results of all appropriate consultations regarding development and/or implementation
of this program on Appendix G: Consultation Report.

Submitted by:

Date:
Signature of Dean
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPLICATION FOR PROGRAM VALIDATION
This proposal will be sent to MTCU for Approval for Funding

__X___Yes

_____ No

1. College: Fanshawe
2. College contact person responsible for this proposal:
Name:Steve Torrens
Title: Curriculum Consultant
Telephone: 519 452-4430
Electronic mail:Storrens@fanshawec.ca
3. Proposed Program Title: Media Foundations
4. Proposed Credential: (please indicate below)
Local Board Approved Certificate 
Ontario College Certificate  Yes
Ontario College Diploma 
Ontario College Advanced Diploma 
Ontario College Graduate Certificate 
5. Proposed Program Outcomes:
Please complete and attach the two Program Maps (Appendix A - Form 1 and Form 2)
6. Proposed Program Description:
Please complete and attach the Program Description Form (Appendix B)
7. Proposed Program Curriculum:
Please complete and attach the Program Curriculum Form (Appendix C)
8. Proposed Program Certification/Accreditation:
Please complete and attach the Regulatory Status Form (Appendix D)
9. Date of Submission:
10. Date of CVS Response:
11. Validation Decision:
 Proposal Validated (APS Number:
 Proposal not Validated. Reason:

)

_________________________________________________________________________________
Signed on behalf of CVS:
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
(Media Foundation 41903)
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS
Form 1 - Vocational Program Outcomes
PROVINCIAL PROGRAM STANDARD
VOCATIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES /
PROVINCIAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
OUTCOMES

1. Write and/or produce targeted
assignments in a variety of common media
formats and styles.

PROPOSED PROGRAM VOCATIONAL
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Develop creative concepts and ideas through
a variety of techniques and in a range of
formats.

PROPOSED PROGRAM
CURRICULUM (COURSE
NAME & NUMBER)
ADDRESSING THE OUTCOME
(From Appendix C)
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Collaborative Media Production
Interactive Media and Design 1
Interactive Media and Design 2
Visual Media 1 & 2
Audio Fundamentals

2. Describe the relationship of media to the
larger social/historical/cultural/political
context.

Choose appropriate tools, techniques and
applications to create media assets and
presentations

3. Express researched opinions on current
Canadian political and social
environments.

Incorporate researched opinions expressed in
mainstream and social media technologies
into presentations and reports.

Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Collaborative Media Production
Storytelling for Media

4. Conduct basic media research.

Use current and relevant search strategies
and techniques for information fact-finding

Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Performance for Contemporary
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5. Critique various media content and form
(film, television, newspapers, and
advertising) and participate in peer
reviews.

6. Identify the visual components of still and
moving images that convey ideas and
meaning.

7. Produce still and moving images to
demonstrate basic techniques of visual
language.

8. Analyze fictional and non-fictional
narrative forms (e.g. story, news) and how
they shape social reality.

Apply common industry practises to written
proposals and print documents, visual
storyboards, and interactive presentations

Choose visual strategies, historical concepts
and precedents in the analysis of past and
present trends
Create original photographs and videos
through a variety of techniques and
processes.
Choose appropriate narrative structures and
vocabularies to analyse media and evaluate
meaning, coherence, connections and
effectiveness.

Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Visual Media 1
Interactive Media and Design 1
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Visual Media 1
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Collaborative Media Production
Interactive Media and Design 1
Interactive Media and Design 2
Audio Fundamentals
Storytelling for Media
Visual Media 1 & 2
Collaborative Media Production

9. Describe the effective use of sound in film
and television.

Utilize a variety of industry standard
audio/video software
applications and techniques in the
creation of visual media for a wide range of
media platforms

10. Use software applications for the
production of print and rich media.

Redundant > based on outcomes 1,7,9,10

Redundant > based on
outcomes 1,7,9,10

11. Develop an education and career plan
within the range of media career options.

Use a variety of current industry standard
media tools and techniques to develop selfpromotional materials.

Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Collaborative Media Production
Interactive Media and Design 2
Visual Media 2
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
(Media Foundation 41903)
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS
Form 2 - Essential Employability Skills Outcomes
SKILL
CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

PROPOSED CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME &
NUMBER) ADDRESSING
THE OUTCOMES (From
Appendix C)

Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Presenting
Visual Literacy

Communicate clearly, concisely, and correctly in
the written, spoken, and visual form that fulfils
the purpose and meets the needs of the
audience

Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Interactive Media and Design 1
Interactive Media and Design 2
Audio Fundamentals

COMMUNICATION

Respond to written, spoken, or visual messages
in a manner that ensures effective
communication

Execute mathematical operations accurately

NUMERACY

Understanding and
applying mathematical
concepts and reasoning
Analysing and using
numerical data
Conceptualizing

CRITICAL

Analysing

Apply a systematic approach to solve problems
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Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1

SKILL
CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

THINKING &
PROBLEM
SOLVING

Synthesizing
Evaluating
Decision-making

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

Creative and innovative
thinking

Use a variety of thinking skills to anticipate and
solve problems

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

Gathering and managing
information
Selecting and using
appropriate tools and
technology for a task or a
project
Computer literacy
Internet skills

Locate, select, organize, and document
information using appropriate technology and
information systems

Analyse, evaluate, and apply relevant
information from a variety of sources
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PROPOSED CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME &
NUMBER) ADDRESSING
THE OUTCOMES (From
Appendix C)
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production

SKILL
CATEGORIES

INTERPERSONAL

PERSONAL

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

Team work
Relationship
management
Conflict resolution
Leadership
Networking

Managing self
Managing change and
being flexible and
adaptable
Engaging in reflective
practices
Demonstrating personal
responsibility

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

Show respect for the diverse opinions, values,
belief systems, and contributions of others
Interact with others in groups or teams in ways
that contribute to effective working relationships
and the achievement of goals
Manage the use of time and other resources to
complete projects

Take responsibility for one’s own actions,
decisions, and consequences
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PROPOSED CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME &
NUMBER) ADDRESSING
THE OUTCOMES (From
Appendix C)
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Collaborative Media Production
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
Visual Media 1
Performance for Contemporary
Media
Interactive Media and Design 1
Storytelling for Media
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
Audio Fundamentals
Visual Media 2
Interactive Media and Design 2
Collaborative Media Production

APPENDIX A – Form 3 Program Outcomes – Curriculum Map
PROGRAM MAPPING- Media Foundation

1

1

10 Redundant > based on outcomes 1,7,9,10

1

1

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

2

2

8

1

4

1

1

7

1

1

2

8

1

1

1

5

1

1

2

6

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

1

1

2

5

7

8

14

NA

11 Utilize rich media tools and techniques in the development
of self promotional material

1

TOTAL # OF OUTCOMES EVALUATED BY EACH COURSE

8

1
6

3

7

GM = General Education (mandatory) G = General Education (elective)
NB - Only indicate the outcomes that are Taught & Evaluated (TE or TRE) in a course

PROGRAM COORDINATOR: Robert Reichhardt

1

1

1

1

1

# OF COURSES
EVALUATING THE
OUTCOME

1

GEN-ED

1

Collaborative Media
Production

1

Interactive Media and Design
2

1

Visual Media 2

Storytelling for Media

1

Audio Fundamentals

Interactive Media and Design
1

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:
(Source: MTCU Code > 41903)
1 Execute creative concepts and ideas through a variety of
techniques and in a range of formats
2 Choose appropriate tools, techniques and applications in
the creation of media assets and presentations
3 Incorporate researched opinions expressed in mainstream
and social media technologies into presentations and reports.
4 Utilize common search strategies and techniques for
information fact-finding
5 Apply common industry practises to written proposals and
print documents, visual storyboards, and interactive
presentations
6 Choose visual strategies, historical concepts and
precedents in the analysis of past and present trends
7 Create original photographs and videos through a variety of
techniques and processes.
8 Choose appropriate narrative structures and vocabularies to
analyse media and evaluate meaning, coherence,
connections and effectiveness.
9 Utilize a variety of industry standard audio/video software
applications and techniques in the creation of visual media for
a wide range of media platforms

Careers in Contemporary
Media 2

Performance for
Contemporary Media

3 - Advanced

WRIT/GEN_ED

Visual Media 1

1 - Introductory
2 - Intermediate

LEVEL TWO

Careers in Contemporary
Media 1

LEVEL ONE
PROGRAM VOCATIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES

Additional Comments:

ACADEMIC CHAIR: Dana Morningstar
Date Completed:
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7

0

7

3

0

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
(Media Foundation 41903)
APPENDIX B - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Media Foundation program at Fanshawe College is a one-year foundational
certificate program designed to introduce the student to various media industries.
This preliminary year is intended to provide the student with the opportunity to
‘sample’ from and discover the various aspects unique to each media program within
the School of Contemporary Media. This will allow the student to gain a more solid
understanding in preparation for a more focused education within a specific media
field.
In the first year, the student will study the theories, techniques and processes of
media creation. The program will offer a hands-on experience using industry standard
software taught by creative educators and industry professionals. The courses are
developed to represent the current industry standard. The courses are designed to
be concise and practical in theory and application. This will aid the student to identify
a specific direction of interest more quickly. Outside the classroom, the student will
have the opportunity to gain a more focused understanding of media in a ‘real-life’
setting. These studio tours (which will include in-house Fanshawe College studios to
promote laddering into already existing two-year programs, such as IDP, MIA etc.) will
allow the student the opportunity to speak directly with industry professionals and to
observe how various media companies/studios operate.
The first year is focused on taking the student through a full scale production cycle by
teaching him/her how to research and develop a concept, storyboard and convey the
concept, write a suitable script, create graphics, shoot original photography, edit
original video footage, capture and mix complimentary audio, convincingly perform a
scene, and design a promotional web page or application.
In the second semester, the student will continue to develop and expand on his/her
concept and experiment with various media methods and applications to aid in this
process. (S)he will begin to work on and perfect their presentation and
communication skills to gain these additional ‘soft skills’, essential to any work setting,
but particularly relevant in media. Course lectures and course work will cover current
topics such as: emerging technologies, viral marketing, social media trends, project
management techniques, personal branding and the development of a media focused
portfolio. The student will be assigned to work on team-based projects that are
tailored to students sharing similar media interests.
Successful graduates of this program will have developed a solid foundation in the
skills and knowledge of various media and communication fields. The goal is to give
the student the tools to make a more educated and conscious choice for a career
program best suited to reflect their interest and skillset.
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VOCATIONAL PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES: (vocational program learning
outcomes must be consistent with the requirements of the Credentials Framework for the
proposed credential)
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:
1. Execute creative concepts and ideas through a variety of techniques and in a range of
formats.
2. Choose appropriate tools, techniques and applications in the creation of media assets
and presentations
3. Incorporate researched opinions expressed in mainstream and social media
technologies into presentations and reports.
4. Utilize common search strategies and techniques for information fact-finding
5. Apply common industry practises to written proposals and print documents, visual
storyboards, and interactive presentations
6. Choose visual strategies, historical concepts and precedents in the analysis of past
and present trends
7. Create original photographs and videos through a variety of techniques and
processes.
8. Choose appropriate narrative structures and vocabularies to analyse media and
evaluate meaning, coherence, connections and effectiveness.
9. Utilize a variety of industry standard audio/video software
applications and techniques in the creation of visual media for a wide range of media
platforms
10. Redundant > based on outcomes 1,7,9,10
11. Utilize rich media tools and techniques in the development of self promotional
material

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
The minimum requirements for admission to all post-secondary programs is an
Ontario Secondary School Diploma with courses from the College (C), University (U),
University/College (M) or Open (O) stream or equivalent or mature student with the stated
academic requirements.
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
(Media Foundation)
APPENDIX C - PROGRAM CURRICULUM
Semester
1

Course
Code*
MMED XXXX

1

MMED XXXX

1

MMED XXXX

1

MMED XXXX

1

MMED XXXX

2

MMED XXXX

2

MMED XXXX

2

MMED XXXX

2

MMED XXXX

Course Title (and brief course description)
Careers in Contemporary Media 1 – This course will explore the
many different career options that exist in the Media industry.
Topics will include guest lectures, industry and studio tours,
research and information sessions, interviewing industry
professionals, personal branding research.
Visual Media 1 – This course will introduce students to the core
concepts of image and audio capture. Key concepts will include:
still/moving image capture, audio capture, editing basics for audio
and video, industry standard software applications, hardware for
audio and video devices.
Performance for Contemporary Media – This course will
introduce students to the core concepts of ‘Preforming’ for various
types of media. Topics will include: Announcing, acting, reporting,
performing, pitching, interviewing and presenting skills and
techniques.
Interactive Media and Design 1 – In this course, students will
explore the processes of design for interactive media. Key concepts
will include: design fundamentals of interactive media (web,
mobile), introductory coding concepts, web template options, social
media integration, (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc.), creating a
web presence.
Storytelling for Media – This is an introductory course into the
basic writing structures for a broad range of media. Writing for
media, media formats, storyboard development, and storyboard
and shoot focused video material are among the topics that will be
covered.
WRIT
Careers in Contemporary Media 2 – This course is a continuation
of Careers in Contemporary Media 1. Key concepts will include:
presenting to groups, media ethics, copyright law, basic
entrepreneurship/case studies, resume development, professional
development.
Audio Fundamentals – This course will explore the processes of
sound design. Key concepts will include: audio hardware and
software, audio editing techniques, basic mixing, audio in digital
environments, digital audio recording.
Visual Media 2 – This is a continuation of Visual Media 1. Key
concepts will include: Image capture and manipulation, audio
capture, new image capture technologies, hardware for audio,
video and still image capture.
Interactive Media and Design 2 – This course is a continuation of
Interactive Media And Design 1. Additional concepts will include:
Video Game design concepts, introduction to 3D software and
applications, motion capture technologies, gaming platforms and
video game engines.
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2

MMED XXXX

Collaborative Media Production – In this course, students will
work on a variety of focused projects. Working in teams will be a
priority. Key concepts will include: team work, conflict resolution,
production and project management techniques, software
applications for project planning.
COMM
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APPENDIX D
Program Delivery Information (PDI) Form to Calculate Program Funding Parameters
Total Hours Required per Student
College:Fanshawe College

Program title:Media Foundation

Indicate the number of hours that a student is required to spend in each instructional setting in each
semester or level of this program. All hours in all instructional settings are to be noted.

Semester/Level
Instructional Settings*

Classroom instruction

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total

285

315

600

285

315

600

Laboratory/workshop/fieldwork

Independent (self-paced) learning

One-on-one instruction

Clinical placement
Field placement/work placement
**

Mandatory

Optional

Co-op work placement
**

Mandatory

Optional

Small group tutorial

Other (specify)
TOTAL

*Definitions for each instructional setting can be found on pages 5 – 7 or in electronic version place
mouse over end note reference beside each setting.
** All hours in all instructional settings are to be noted including optional field or co-op placements.
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Classroom instruction: instruction that may be provided in a setting in which individuals do not require access to
equipment, except as listed below:
Situations in which microcomputer labs are used for instruction in standard word processing, spreadsheet,
and database software packages
“Traditional” classrooms and lecture halls
“Virtual” classrooms used in on-line learning
Situations in which laboratories and workshops may be used for convenience
1

Laboratories/workshops/fieldwork: scheduled hours of activities intended to give students hands-on experience; this
instructional setting is characterized by:
Activities in which students are provided with instruction and are directly supervised by college staff.
Settings either inside college facilities (e.g., laboratories, workshops) or outside college facilities (e.g.,
fieldwork) in which individual students are required to use instructional equipment and/or
supplies. These settings do not include situations in which microcomputer labs are used for
instruction of standard word processing, spreadsheet, and database software packages or
situations in which laboratories and workshops are used for convenience.

1

Independent (self-paced) learning: student directed learning in which contact with college staff is limited to situations
in which advice or solutions to specific problems is sought.

1

One-on-one instruction: those exceptional situations in which college academic staff can provide instruction to only
one student at a time.

1

Clinical placement: scheduled hours of activities intended to give students hands-on experience in a hospital or health
care setting; this instructional setting is characterized by:
Activities that are an integral component of the curriculum of the program and necessary for the successful
completion of the program.
Activities in which students are continually supervised directly by college staff or individuals working on
behalf of the college.

1

Field placement/work placement: scheduled hours of activities intended to give students hands-on experience in the
workplace and for which the students do not receive a regular salary or wage from the employer; this instructional
setting is characterized by:
Activities that are an integral component of the curriculum of the program and are necessary for the
completion of the program.
Activities in which college staff do not directly supervise students and for which college staff undertake one
or more of the following activities:

1



Make periodic site visits



Ensure that assignments given to students and the work being done by students are
suitable for the program



Monitor the students’ progress in the field placement activity



Help address problems encountered by students in the field or work placement activity



Evaluate students’ performance in the field or work placement activity

Co-operative education work placement: scheduled hours of activities intended to give students hands-on experience in
the workplace and for which students receive a regular salary or wage from the employer; this instructional setting is
characterized by:
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A period of time that is normally one-half of and not less than one-third of the time spent in academic
study. The work placement does not replace the academic component of the program.
Activities that are not an integral component of the curriculum of the program and are an enhancement to
the program.
Activities in which college staff do not directly supervise students and for which college staff undertake one
or more of the following activities:

1



Evaluate the work placement site



Make periodic site visits



Ensure that assignments given to students and the work being done by the students are
suitable for the program

Small group tutorial: instruction that, for androgogical reasons, must be provided to groups of fewer than 10 students
and that may be provided in a setting in which individual students do not require access to equipment except as
indicated below:
Situations in which microcomputer labs are used for the instruction of standard word processing,
spreadsheet, and database software packages
Situations in which laboratories and workshops are used for convenience
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APPENDIX E - Program of Instruction
Prog #
Plan #

Program Name: Media Foundation
Plan Name:
FOR STUDENTS ADMITTED IN 2014-15 (Reg. Term)
Computer Lab (CL) - Non Computer Lab
(NCL)
2014F

LEVEL 1
Crs. No.
MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

Course Name
Careers in Contemporary Media 1
(NCL)
Visual Media 1
(CL)
Performance for Contemporary
Media
(NCL)
Interactive Media and Design 1
(CL)
Storytelling for Media
(CL)
WRIT/Gen Ed
(NCL)

Total Credits:

Credits
3

Elective

Hours
3

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3
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19

LEVEL 2

Material
Fee

2015W

Crs. No.
MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

MMED

XXXX

Course Name
Careers in Contemporary Media 2
(NCL)
Visual Media 2
(CL)
Audio Fundamentals
(CL)
Interactive Media and Design 2
(CL)
Collaborative Media Production
(CL)
Gen Ed (NCL)

Total Credits:
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Credits
3

Elective

Hours
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

6

3

3

21

21

Material
Fee

Program Name
Program type

Media Foundations
College Certificate
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Total

Incremental revenues
Grants:
Media Foundations

Notes
1

n/a

162,009

326,401

488,410

488,410

488,410

488,410

488,410

488,410

488,410

3,907,284

Tuition:
Media Foundations
Program Specific fee **

2,3,4
5

108,716
0

212,487
0

321,202
0

321,202
0

321,202
0

321,202
0

321,202
0

321,202
0

321,202
0

321,202
0

2,890,819
0

0
108,716

0
374,496

0
647,603

0
809,613

0
809,613

0
809,613

0
809,613

0
809,613

0
809,613

0
809,613

0
6,798,103

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
130,389
8
20,397
0
0
25,000
0

2
260,778
13
33,145

3
391,167
18
45,894

3
391,167
18
45,894

3
391,167
18
45,894

3
391,167
18
45,894

3
391,167
18
45,894

3
391,167
18
45,894

3
391,167
18
45,894

3
391,167
18
45,894

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

175,786

293,923

437,061

437,061

437,061

437,061

437,061

437,061

437,061

437,061

3,966,196

-67,071

80,572
22%

210,543
33%

372,552
46%

372,552
46%

372,552
46%

372,552
46%

372,552
46%

372,552
46%

372,552
46%

2,831,907

Other associated revenue
sub-total

Incremental expenses
Indirect salaries:
Admin/Support staff
Teaching salaries:
Full time - number required
- cost @ $130,389
Part time - hours per week req'd
- cost @ see below
One time costs - facilities
fitup/equipment
Other startup
Operating expenses
Capital expenses
sub-total

incremental cash inflows
CTO%
Net present value @ 8%

$1,713,862

Notes:
1. Grant based on existing Fine Art Foundations program
2. Tuition based on standard program rates
3. 95%/5% domestic/international enrolments assumed
4. Based on lvl 1 enrolment total of 40, level 2 at 32
5. Based on estimate - none
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3,520,503
420,693
0
0
25,000
0
0

INPUT FIELDS

Tuition - domestic lvl 1/2
(per term) lvl 3/4

$1,235.23
$0.00

Grant all levels
(per term)

$2,382.49

Program specific fee all levels

$0.00

Tuition - international lvl 1/2
(per term) lvl 3/4

$6,180.00
$0.00

Enrolment split domestic
international
Part time / Partial load split %
hrly rate
(incl. ben's)

95%
5%
PT
PL
PT
PL

30%
70%
$57.20
$105.57
28

Number of weeks for PT/PL

YEAR 1
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
38
30
0
0
68

Int'l
2
2
0
0
4

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,235.23
1,235.23
0.00
0.00

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
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40
32
0
0
72

YEAR 2
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
76
61
0
0
137

Int'l
4
3
0
0
7

80
64
0
0
144

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,235.23
1,235.23
0.00
0.00

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

YEAR 3
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
114
91
0
0
205

Int'l
6
5
0
0
11

120
96
0
0
216

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,235.23
1,235.23
0.00
0.00

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

YEAR 4
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
114
91
0
0
205

Int'l
6
5
0
0
11

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,235.23
1,235.23
0.00
0.00

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49
2,382.49

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
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120
96
0
0
216

Media Foundations Advisory Committee Meeting
Wednesday, March 26, 2014
5:00 pm to 7:00 pm
H1005, Board Room

Fanshawe Members:

Dana Morningstar, Chair
Teresa Richman, Program Manager
Steve Torrens, Curriculum Consultant
Rob Reichhardt, Faculty
Scott Doerr, Faculty
Michael Van Bussel, Chair
Jessica Bugorski, Coordinator
Dawn Gratton, Recording

External Members:

Jamie Boylan

Francis Yonga

David Baughman – Absent

Gary Elmer

Darryl Lahteenma

Eugene Gutierrez - Regrets

Brittany Medeiros

George Spanos

John Gerry

Todd MacIntyre

Susan Ferley

Rob Selenis

Jeff Champ

Milton Pangourelias

Brent Bissell

Janet Mallender

1. Welcome.

2. Agenda Items
2.1

a) Welcome, Introduction and Overview.
 Lead by D. Morningstar.
 D. Morningstar welcomed everyone.
 The goal is to see this program start in the Fall of 2015.
 Thank you to R. Reichhardt and S. Doerr for all the time and effort they have put into
developing this program thus far.
 Internal meetings with faculty and support staff have been going on too.
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Thank you to D. Gratton for planning the event and S. Torrens for his contributions and
support.
Thank you to Teresa Richman for all her hard work in helping to develop this program.
Round table introductions.

b) Roles and Responsibilities.
 Lead by Steve Torrens.
 Both internal and external focus groups need to be held.
 Question to consider as external members, is there a need for this program and, if so,
what is that needs?
2.2

Program Development Overview – PowerPoint Presentation.
a) Fanshawe College Programs.
 Lead by Rob Reichhardt.
 Media Foundations Proposal - draft – handout.
o Lists the courses and a brief description.
o Internal groups have already happen and out of these meetings, this draft has
been developed.
o These are talking points and are subject to change.
o What do you think about the courses suggested?
 This program will be a feeder program to other diploma programs in the School of
Contemporary Media.
 Reviewed the list of COM programs:
o Journalism – Broadcast
o Broadcast Radio
o Broadcast – Television
o Music Industry Arts
o Photography
o Theatre Arts
o Interactive Media Design and Production
o Game Design and Development
 Reviewed the list of post grad programs.
o Visual Effects and Editing
o Television Journalism (News)
o Corporate Communications
o Advanced Filmmaking
o Audio Post Production
o 3D Animation
o Interactive Media Specialist
 Fanshawe College is one of the only colleges that doesn’t have a pre year program for
Contemporary Media.
 Faculty are running into students that weren’t prepared for their diploma program
choice.
o Surprised by the program’s expectations and learning outcomes.
o Causes higher attrition rates.
 Currently, the target audience is hopefully high school students and university
graduates.
o Hoping this will help introduce high school students to the programs in
Contemporary Media.
o Oversubscribed programs – this would be offered to those who don’t get into
their first choice.
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o





Ie: MIA and BRT – example of two oversubscribed programs in Contemporary
Media.
o Those students would be offered this program as an alternative.
Theory based media program will continue to be offered in the School of Language
Liberal Studies.
The difference between the two is that Language Liberal Studies offers a Theory based
program where Contemporary Media would offer a more Applied based program.
This program would give students additional points towards the diploma program of
their choice.

b) Program Development.
 Lead by S. Torrens.
 We are at stage gate 2 – external stakeholders meeting
c) Program Description and Goals.
 Program Description:
o Lead by S. Torrens.
o (including occupational areas where it is anticipated
graduates will find employment)
o The Media and Communications Fundamentals Program will provide students
with an opportunity to acquire a solid grounding in skills and knowledge
required in the fields of media and communication. Students will be able to
plan, implement, and present visual and verbal communications in a variety of
media.
o This program will effectively prepare students for acceptance into programs
leading to careers in media and communication, particularly Broadcast (Radio
and/or Television),
and Journalism audio production, and interactive media.
 Program Outcomes:
o Lead by S. Torrens.
o The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:
 Use word processing software and associated technologies
competently.
 Implement media and communications literacy skills.
 Apply research techniques in media and communications.
 Employ diverse presentation skills appropriate to the media and
communications environment.
 Practice basic numeracy required in the fields of media and
communication.
 Develop a presentation portfolio.
 Use strategies and tools that encourage the development of
creativity and idea development.
o Add in imagining processing.
 Such as Photoshop.
 Visual processing should be included.
o Audio component is needed especially for those in MIA that didn’t get in or
plan to move forward to that diploma program.
2.3

Panel Discussion Questions.
a) Is there significant local, regional, provincial, national and/or international need for
more skilled employees in this field?
 Company is growing staff by 30% and can’t find a qualified web candidate.
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Video gaming – Canada 3rd largest in the world.
o There are growing companies here in London
Video/audio/post production – big studios are shrinking and looking for smaller suite
studios.
o Multi field ability is needed (audio and can do visual as well).
Students should have knowledge of audio engines and game engines.
Little bits of knowledge on everything would be great.
Students should be aware of all aspects of a project in media and not just the part they
are working on.
Students need to develop a proper portfolio.
o It’s about their portfolio and a diploma and degree is a check mark in a list of
many other requirements.

b) What specific skills and knowledge would a graduate of the proposed program need in
order to be prepared for career College programming?
 Professionalism is needed.
o Will give high school students an extra year to grow up.
 Communication skills are needed.
 Students need to work with teams.
 Skills are needed so students know how to present their work to an outsider like a
customer and to industry professionals.
 Multitasking skills and skills that will allow them to do multiple jobs (example audio and
visual work).
 Challenges – as an employer it is hard to hire someone for a specific position.
o Need to be able to do multiple fields.
 Need to have industry level skills to be hired.
 Need to have a cover letter and resume that is professional.
 Collateral improvement of students heading into diploma programs.
 Students who don’t know what they want to do as a career will take this.
 Create a better student for diploma program and then a better graduate.
 Will help create a better student – maturity and time management skills will be better
formed.
 From a high school guidance counselor position, students are not researching their
choices enough in advance of applying or accepting an offer.
 Communications programs in high schools are completely different from one school to
the next.
o There are some students attempting to enter a diploma program without any
experience.
 Multidiscipline – big opportunity for collaboration.
 Students should have opportunities to work on a team, with realistic deadlines and
with people on different technical skills levels.
 Resume – need to know how to create one with a portfolio.
 Need to know how to do an invoice and have basic entrepreneurial skills.
 Need to know how to research ideas.
o If they don’t know how to do something, know how to research the answer.
c)




Who do you think the key audience would be for this program?
High school graduates.
Second career or people who are looking for retraining.
University graduates looking for an overview of media and hands on experience to add
to their degree.
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Startup companies would grow out of this program’s graduates.
Collaboration in teams is an asset.
Graduates need entrepreneurial skills.
o Need to know how a business works and how they are built.
Help grow companies by knowing multiple fields.
Would be great for those applicants who don’t know what they want to do for a career.
Gives them a taste of Media and an opportunity for a one year investment versus 2 to 3
years.

d) What specific needs does your industry have, that our program could serve?
 Topic was not discussed.
e) How do you see the relationship between this proposed program and your mission?
 The broader the base of the student, the better the employee.
 Know more areas of work and can flow through multiple departments.
f)











Trends – what are the technologies and developments that will impact students and
employers?
Photoshop and illustrator knowledge is an asset.
o Very helpful no matter what you choose to do as a career later on.
Being a generalist – having basic skills.
o Having the knowledge of multiple areas will give you the foot in the door.
Knowledge of mobile.
Knowledge of sound.
Knowledge of music.
Social media – very unable to say which way it will go.
o Hard to say which platform will succeed or fail.
Basic script writing – programming script.
o Overview of script writing would be very beneficial – programming script.
More you know about all avenues of media the better the employee you will be.
Know how to collaborate province or worldwide.
o Ability to use tools to allow you to communicate on multiple levels.
o Work collaboratively online.
Know social media – Facebook, twitter or the latest platform.

g) Which title appeals to you or what do you think the best name for this program would
be?
 The following three options were presented:
o Media foundations
o Media fundamentals
o Pre-media
 Media Foundations is most common name amongst other colleges.
o Should be this name?
 Should have consistent perspective.
 Don’t like the name Pre-media
o University students would not be interested in a “Pre” year after completing a
degree.
 Media Foundations – sounds stronger
 Pre-media was consistently not liked by members.
o People won’t understand what it means.
 Media Foundations – everyone liked this name for the program.
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h)







Do you support this preparatory program as a stepping stone for other programs?
Member liked this idea.
Some high schools don’t have a media program.
Some students don’t have a portfolio.
Will help create a better student and eventually a better employee.
Will give students the chance to change their minds about their career choice.
o Only invested one year into this program.
Applied program will communicate with the Theory Media program the School of
Language Liberal Studies. Applied Content will be with Contemporary Media and SLLS
will deliver WRIT and COMM content. Should the proposed Media Communication
diploma progress, then some theory courses may be in that level.

Do you think we should move forward with this program?
 High schools don’t have the extra foundation year now that OACs are done.
o A foundation program like this is needed.
 This is a great opportunity for high school students.
 Maybe a second year to this foundations program will be developed – Media
Communications
 Students get disappointed when they enter a diploma program and it wasn’t what they
thought it was.
 Students need to find their fit.
 Need to make sure that there is practical application.
 Need to learn where their strengths lie.
o Example coding – It may be an area they like but never would have known if
they never tried it.
 What are their areas of strength – learn by doing.
 Can help make career choices.
 Can also work to strengthen a student’s career choice by confirming their areas of
strength.
 Realistic exposure – need to know practical applications.
 Theory is great but need hands on practical experience.
 Pathways – students need to know that they have many options.
 Won’t be exclusive offer to the students that apply to oversubscribed program and
don’t get an offer.
 This program will develop a higher caliber of student.
 Make sure there isn’t any redundancy within the course leading to the diploma
program.
o Don’t want students to get bored when they enter the diploma program
because it is a repeat of what they learned in the Media Foundations year.
o It was confirmed that the courses offered in Media Foundations won’t
exemption students from courses offered in the diploma program.
 It is being expected to have 2 groups of 30 students start September 2014.
o January intake as well.
o No May intake.
 Progression with failures – will continue to follow standard practice.
 Should have workshops and webinars/seminars with local business professionals.
o It would be extremely beneficial to the students.
2.4

Next Steps, Conclusion and Questionnaire.
 Lead by S. Torrens.
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Reviewed the questionnaire.
Reviewed the stage gate process.

Reviewed the Media Foundation course proposal draft:


Objective is to find a balance in developing both soft skills and hard skills.
Semester 1
1. Careers in Contemporary Media:
o To inspire students
2. Visual Media 1:
o To show students show trends and touch on technology
3. Performance for Contemporary Media:
o Teach students how to do improvisation – think fast and can pitch to employers or customers.
o Social skills need to be evolved.
o Need to be able to speak to others.
4. Interactive Media and Design 1:
5. Storytelling for Media:
6. WRIT
Semester 2
1. Careers in Contemporary Media 2:
2. Audio Fundamentals:
3. Visual Media 2:
o Ensure that students are exposed to video gaming including motion capture and 3D printing.
4. Interactive Media and Design 2:
o Story boarding for video gaming – game concepts.
o Different than 3D.
5. Collaboration Media Production:
o One area of specialization.
o One or two collaborative projects.
o Focus on the area that they are most interested in.
6. COMM



Semester 1 shows students exposure in all areas of media so they can apply by February 1st deadline
to their choice of diploma program.
 There isn’t a lot of 3D animation in the first and second semester – students don’t know how much
time and effort is put into developing games.
 Students need to learn wire frames and project plans.
o How does it function and how does the work in a project as a whole?
3. Adjournment – meeting adjourned at 7:00pm.
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Pre-Media - MTCU 41904
APPLICATIONS
Centennial
Conestoga
Durham
Mohawk
Seneca

ENROLMENT

2010

2011

2012

2013

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

0
129
100
232
219
680

52
114
119
195
163
643

56
85
83
149
133
506

120
94
100
175
115
604

154
97
89
161
134
635

0
41
26
83
70
220

32
33
29
66
52
212

39
30
27
53
51
200

56
44
28
71
23
222

51
28
31
46
39
195

0
1
0
0
5
6

0
0
0
0
4
4

1
0
0
0
0
1

4
1
0
0
2
7

9
0
0
0
2
11

5 year comparison
1 year comparison

-7%
5%

-11%
-12%

WHERE IS FANS CATCHMENT GOING?
APPLICATIONS
Centennial
Conestoga
Durham
Mohawk
Seneca

INT - ENROLMENT

2009

83%
57%

ENROLMENT

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

0
9
0
8
2
19

0
6
2
9
2
19

0
10
0
4
0
14

1
3
0
3
1
8

3
5
1
6
1
16

0
4
0
2
0
6

0
4
0
3
0
7

0
3
0
1
0
4

0
1
0
1
0
2

1
1
0
3
0
5

Media Fundamentals - MTCU 41903
APPLICATIONS
Humber

ENROLMENT

2010

2011

2012

2013

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

347
347

329
329

370
370

451
451

472
472

123
123

133
133

161
161

196
196

226
226

2
2

2
2

4
4

2
2

6
6

5 year comparison
1 year comparison

36%
5%

84%
15%

WHERE IS FANS CATCHMENT GOING?
APPLICATIONS
Humber

INT - ENROLMENT

2009

ENROLMENT

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

8
8

4
4

13
13

4
4

8
8

5
5

2
2

3
3

3
3

5
5
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200%
200%

ONTARIO MEDIA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Annual Report 2011-2012
Creative Industries – Driving Ontario’s Economy

We’ve got it going

Message from the Chair

The Hon. Michael Chan
Minister of Tourism, Culture & Sport
Dear Minister Chan,
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the
Ontario Media Development Corporation
(OMDC), I am pleased to submit the Annual
Report for 2011-12.

achieve success in their respective businesses.
We are very grateful to the Ministry of Tourism,
Culture & Sport for its continuing support, and
to OMDC’s dedicated Board, management and
staff for their commitment to ensuring that
Ontario continues to be a recognized leader
in stimulating the creation of creative media
content that’s in demand around the world.
Respectfully submitted,

In 2011-12, Ontario’s creative industries
continued to thrive despite difficult economic
conditions. OMDC helped lead the way to
ensure that our book and magazine publishing,
film and television, interactive digital media
and music industries continued to prosper.
The success stories from our cultural media
sectors are too many to count and continue to
surprise and excite us every day. It is content
and distribution companies that are creating the
buzz in this digital world and these industries
have a tremendous impact on the health of the
provincial and national economies.
Reading through these pages, you will see
many examples of how OMDC’s programs
and services have helped our stakeholders to
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Kevin Shea
Chair

Message from the President & Chief Executive Officer

Ontario’s entertainment and creative industries are
responsible for contributing a staggering $12.2 billion
to the province’s GDP each year. That is big business –
bigger than each of the mining, agriculture & forestry
and energy sectors – and they are growing.
Ontario’s film industry had its best year ever in 2011 –
contributing $1.26 billion to the province’s economy
– a 31 per cent increase over 2010, and the strongest
result since we began keeping records in 1986! The
$1.26 billion in production activity accounted for
almost 30,000 full-time direct and spin-off jobs.
The increase was led by domestic spending which
accounted for $852.1 million in total, a 32% increase
over 2010’s figure of $646.2 million. Domestic
production accounts for almost 70% of all activity
with shows like Flashpoint, Murdoch Mysteries and
The Borgias. We’ve built a stable and growing domestic
industry that’s part of a robust and balanced production
system. What’s even more impressive is that these
results happened at a time when the Canadian dollar
was strong and global markets were soft.
Ontario’s Interactive Digital Media (IDM) sector
generates annual gross revenue of $1.5 billion and
employs 16,000 people in the province. We anticipate
that this sector will continue to lead economic growth
in the cluster. One of Ontario’s great advantages is our
strength across so many different sectors and the IDM
sector in Ontario creates considerable opportunity for
cross-sector collaboration across all creative industries.
Events like OMDC’s From Page to Screen encourage
the transformation of stories and characters from books
to film, from games to print and from the screen to
the page. Other examples of cross-sector collaboration
abound: the mega international hit game Superbrothers:
Sword & Sworcery EP from Toronto’s Capybara Games
featured a custom-created soundtrack by Ontario’s Jim
Guthrie and his band, which has now sold more than
10,000 copies!
The book and magazine publishing and music industries
also flourished in 2011-12. Ontario is home to more

than half of Canada’s book publishing industry, with
Ontario-based companies bringing in revenues of
$1.4 billion a year. Ontario’s music industry is the
largest in Canada, with the highest revenues across
the board, from record production to publishing to
sound recording studios.
A few of the 2011-12 fiscal year highlights include:
• The OMDC Film Fund provided support of
$4.377 million for 13 development and 20
production applications.
• The IDM Fund awarded $2.5 million to 21 projects
during the fiscal.
• Through the Entertainment and Creative Cluster
Partnerships Fund, we provided $2.5 million in
funding. The investment will leverage an additional
$5.2 million from 88 partners with total project
budgets of $7.7 million.
• The Intellectual Property Development Fund
was a pilot announced by the government in the
2009 budget, and concluded during 2011-12. By
all measures it was a huge success – providing
investment in early-stage development for screenbased products (which is an under-serviced part of
the value chain in terms of available funding); and
supporting 182 companies for more than 1,000
projects, and leveraging additional development funds
of $4.98 for every dollar invested by OMDC.
• OMDC’s Tax Credits department issued 1,346
certificates for 1,683 cultural media products. The
estimated tax value was $270 million for project
budgets valued over $2.6 billion.
We are grateful for the confidence that the
Government of Ontario continues to place in OMDC,
and for the tremendous support and hard work of our
Board and staff.
Sincerely,

Karen Thorne-Stone
President & CEO
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Ontario’s Creative Industries
Book, Magazine, Film, TV, Music and Interactive Digital Media

Ontario’s creative industries flourished in 2011,
making a vital contribution to both the economy
and culture in challenging times.

• The province is home to more than 1,000
digital media companies, with revenues of
$1.5 billion and 16,000 employees.

Ontario’s creative industries are thriving –
leading the world in innovation and content
creation. Providing $12.2 billion and 300,000
jobs every year, our creative and entertainment
cluster is now the third largest in North America,
contributing more to the province’s GDP than
the Energy, Mining, or Agriculture & Forestry
sectors. Over the past decade, the creative
industries experienced nearly 40% growth and
created 80,000 new jobs, more than double
that of the provincial economy as a whole.

• Attracting over 250 productions annually,
Ontario’s film and television industry accounts
for 30,000 direct and spin-off jobs.

Six industries that are driving growth:
• Ontario-based book publishers bring in annual
revenues of $1.4 billion, 62% of the Canadian
total.
• More than half of Canada’s consumer
magazines are produced in Ontario, creating
9,389 jobs and $1.23 billion in revenues.
• Ontario’s music industry, by far the largest and
strongest in the country, yields a 13.6% profit
margin – well above the national average.

Midnight’s Children
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Outpacing the
economy
Early in 2010, the Ontario government
approved stable, long-term funding for the
OMDC. This was a testament to the proven
viability of a sector that has shown strong,
steady growth in difficult economic conditions,
with no signs of slowing down. As one of the
world’s most vibrant creative centres, holding
its own with London, Tokyo, Los Angeles and
New York, Ontario will see its investment in the
cultural media pay dividends for years to come.

The best year ever for film and TV
2011 was a blockbuster year for Ontario’s film and television
industry, generating $1.26 billion in production activity – a $300
million increase over 2010.

Domestic television series did their part, growing 34% in
2011, while foreign film and television spending climbed
another 30%, despite a strong Canadian dollar and a soft
global economy, bringing in $412.9 million. In fact, with a
total package of incentives designed to attract foreign and
domestic productions, in 2011 Ontario secured the two
largest feature films ever to shoot here: the much anticipated
remake of Total Recall from Sony Pictures and Guillermo del
Toro’s Pacific Rim (Legendary Pictures and Warner Bros.).

That increase – the steepest since the agency started keeping
records in 1986 – was propelled by a stunning 165%
upsurge in domestic feature film production. And it drew
attention outside the province, making headlines in Canada’s
dailies as well as The Hollywood Reporter, Chicago Tribune,
Huffington Post, and other print and online outlets.

Domestic production accounted for almost 70% of activity in
2011, with popular television series like Flashpoint, Rookie
Blue, Murdoch Mysteries and the co-production The Borgias.

“Ontario provides a wide variety of options that make it very
desirable for us to shoot our productions here. With its
strong infrastructure, consistently reliable tax credits,
a deep professional crew base and many architectural
styles and diverse locations available throughout the region,
each of our series is able to find all of the resources they
need in Ontario.”
– Mark Binke, Senior Vice President,
Cable and Digital Production for Universal Cable
Productions/NBC Universal

High-profile co-productions like Resident Evil: Retribution, Foxfire:
Confessions of a Girl Gang and Cosmopolis (pictured) helped fuel the
boom in the domestic film industry.

Film and TV Production Activity for 2011-12 Fiscal Year

Domestic

Foreign

2011-2012 Production Activity
70%

$897,415,987

30%

$382,024,196

2011-2012 Breakdown of Production Activity by Format
$150,895,946

TV Series

$678,185,247

Movies
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Week

$25,598,474
$59,298,163
$205,529,776

Features

$159,932,577

2011-2012 Breakdown of Production Activity by Production Type
$367,512,475

Live Action

$832,266,537
$14,511,721

Animation

$65,149,450
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$200,000,000
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Our Information and Electronic Future

IDM: cornerstone of
Ontario’s innovation
economy

Ontario’s gaming and 3D technologies are moving
beyond entertainment to exploit opportunities
in cartography, flight simulation and medical
imaging.

Establishing Ontario as a leader in the digital
world is a key priority of the Ontario Media
Development Corporation, which funds digital
content and capacity development in all six
creative industries.

OMDC supports the expansion
of digital capacity across all
creative media sectors to
achieve business development
goals. For Ontario’s magazines,
the creation in 2009 of a
digital newsstand – the first of
its kind in the world – provided
content when, where and how
Canadian House and Home
readers wanted it, generating
(digital)
new revenue streams. By
2011, it had sold 867,000
Canadian magazines, more than half of which
were purchased in other countries.

By the year 2014, digital delivery of movies,
television, music, books, magazines and games
will account for one-third of entertainment
and media dollars, and Ontario’s cultural
media sector is taking full advantage of
that growth. With support from academia
and government, with access to world-class
educational institutions and leading-edge R&D,
with the stimulus of innovative programs and
initiatives, our creative industries are able to
make the most of new technologies and new
opportunities.

Popular children’s book character Scaredy
Squirrel, already a crossover star with his own
television series, now has a Facebook page with
nearly 7,000 Likes along with a new mobile
app.

In 2011, nearly 80% of OMDC Book,
Magazine and Music Funds were
directed to projects supporting digital
activities.

Ontario has become a global hub for small game
and mobile application development across a
variety of platforms. In fact, more than 40%
of Ontario’s content creation revenues are
generated by game design and development
companies. And those technologies are now
proving valuable – and profitable – in diverse
industries beyond the world of entertainment.
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Scaredy Squirrel

In 2011, the OMDC Interactive Digital
Media Fund invested $2.5 million in
21 interactive projects, with budgets
totalling over $7 million.

Since its inception in 2005, the IDM Fund’s
investment of $7.7 million has leveraged
an additional $25 million of funding for 76
projects, 70% of which were games for online
and mobile use. Projects completed to date
(less than half of projects funded) have already
generated revenues of $45 million.

Totally Amp’d

Smokebomb
Entertainment exploited
the viral nature of the
mobile space with
the launch of Totally
Amp’d early in 2012.
These first-of-their-kind
‘appisodes’ offer highquality, compelling
content combined with
innovative interactivity,
allowing users to create
their own mash-ups.

2012 Digital Dialogue: Success in the
Digital World
Leaders in content creation from across Ontario’s
book, magazine, music, film, television and
interactive digital media industries met with
financiers, venture capitalists, media buyers and
technology experts to discuss key issues facing
cultural media in the digital economy.
In October 2011,
OMDC sponsored the
International Women In
Digital Media Summit
(iWDMS), a gathering
of content producers
from around the world
to explore issues from
gaming innovation and
new business models
2012 OMDC Digital Dialogue:
to the role of women in
Lalita Krishna of In Sync Media
digital media globally;
while December’s Women
in Film, Games and New Media Day showcased
market opportunities in emerging technologies.
North America’s largest forum for digital game
entrepreneurs and investors, GameON: Finance
2012 connected leading players in the gaming
industry to new business opportunities in
interactive entertainment.

2012 OMDC Digital Dialogue: The Frontrunners Panel. Moderator (far right): Ali Rahnema, Vice-President Digital Media, Toronto Star.
Panelists (L to R): Nic Sulsky, Co-Founder, InGamer; Trevor Fencott, President, bitHeads; Ken Seto, CEO and Co-Founder, Massive Damage;
and Jay Bennett, Creative Director, Smokebomb Entertainment.
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Creative Collaboration and Cross-Sector Synergies
Ontario’s economy is driven by the clusters
of business that grow and prosper here.
Clusters thrive on collaboration – among firms,
across sectors and with academic and other
research-focused institutions. Fostering that
collaboration is a central function of the OMDC.
The open exchange of ideas and expertise gives
Ontario’s cultural media cluster the clout to
compete and succeed against global rivals with
larger talent pools and deeper pockets.

OMDC stimulates growth in Ontario’s
creative media industries by
cultivating strategic partnerships that
promote capacity-building, marketing,
innovation and skills development.

At Music Makes It! key players from 70 Ontario
film, television, interactive digital media, book,
magazine and music companies gathered to
harness their collaborative business potential.
The event dovetailed with the Partnership Fundsupported NXNEi, which focused on the digital
evolution of the music industry.

Jim Guthrie and his band performing at Music Makes It!
His soundtrack for Capybara Games’ Superbrothers: Sword
& Sworcery EP has now sold more than 10,000 copies.
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In September 2011 TIFF®
and OMDC launched
TIFF® Nexus, an initiative
designed to promote
collaboration between the
worlds of feature film and
interactive games.
OMDC’s President and CEO, Karen
Thorne-Stone, with Artistic Director
The TIFF® Nexus
of TIFF® Bell Lightbox, Noah Cowan,
consortium brought
and Director of Public Programmes at
together an amazing group
TIFF® Bell Lightbox, Shane Smith,
of researchers, academics,
at the OMDC-sponsored Sales Office.
game developers and
filmmakers in an exciting project that will spark
innovative new ideas and assist an emerging
generation of storytellers to navigate the rapidly
evolving digital media landscape.

“During the whole ‘speed dating’ portion I
thought to myself how clever our government
is to have the OMDC and to give it this kind
of mandate. Sincerely, this is how ‘stuff’
happens… when we all get our faces out of
our laptops for an afternoon and go back to
that old-school model of meeting face to face.
Thank you again for making this possible and
especially for including us!”
– Andie Crosbie, Business Affairs,
Sparks Music

From books to apps, from games to
film, from page to screen:
Ontario’s content creators expand into
new platforms and markets through
cross-sector initiatives.

From Page to Screen
On February 24, at the OMDC’s fifth annual
From Page to Screen event, publishers
connected with producers in a series of oneon-one meetings designed to promote the
adaptation of Ontario’s fiction, non-fiction and
children’s literature to the big, small and even
mobile screens.

To date, 15 book
options have been
sold as a direct
result of From
Page to Screen.
“From Page to Screen offers a terrific matchmaking service to Ontario publishers and film
producers. There’s no other event with such
a focused mandate: to connect the people
looking for stories with the people who publish
them. It’s an unparalleled opportunity for a
small Canadian publisher – we’d never get to
meet these film folks otherwise – and we look
forward to it every year.”

The OMDC has supported many cross-sector
successes. Hana’s Suitcase, produced by Karen
Levine first as a radio documentary and then
published as a children’s book by Second Story
Press, has gone on to inspire two television
documentaries, a stage play and a feature film.
And Trillium Book Award-winning author
Margaret Atwood’s Payback, published by
House of Anansi
Press, was adapted
as a documentary and
presented at a screening
co-hosted with The
Walrus magazine.
House of Anansi’s latest
series about forensic
accountant-cum-crime
solver, Ava Lee, has been
optioned for the screen by
Strada Films.
The OMDC-supported film
adaptation by Serendipity
Point Films of Mordecai
Ava Lee poster
Richler’s Barney’s Version
was nominated for one Oscar® and won seven
Genies, a Golden Globe and the Film Circuit
People’s Choice Award for Best Canadian Film.
Bringing businesses together is just one way
the OMDC is supporting the creative industries,
helping them remain competitive and building
opportunities to generate revenues all over
the world.

– Alana Wilcox, Editorial Director of
Coach House Books

Hana’s Suitcase Panel (L to R): Karen Levine (CBC), Margie Wolfe
(Second Story Press) and Thomas Wallner (Xenophile Media)

Hana’s Suitcase
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Ontario’s Creative Media in the Global Marketplace
Promoting Ontario’s cultural media sector
across the country and around the world is a
key mandate of the OMDC, which provides
funding to pursue international development
opportunities, establish a presence at
important market events and explore strategic
partnerships through targeted sales trips.
Ontario content creators and producers pursued
opportunities from Nashville to Brisbane
(music); from Brooklyn to Beijing (books);
from LA to Buenos Aires (film); from Miami to
Denmark (TV); and from Seattle to Tokyo (IDM).
In addition, OMDC established a strong
presence for the province’s cultural media at 24
markets during the year, as part of international
business development activities. Major events
included Cannes Film Festival, MIPCOM,
MIP-TV, Midem, Game Developers Conference,
SXSW and AFCI Locations Trade Show.

Export Funds: $1.7 million to 185
companies for 670 business-building
trips to international markets and
strategic destinations in 2011.
Trade Mission: India
Heading entertainment sector programming at
the International Indian Film Academy’s (IIFA)
Global Business Forum in June, OMDC brought
together screen-based leaders from India and
Ontario to discuss partnership opportunities.

Then in November, OMDC led a group of 10
Ontario screen producers on a 10-day trade
mission to India, home to one of the largest,
most vibrant production sectors in the world,
with film, TV and animation/special effects
industries worth nearly $600 billion:
• film industry projected to reach $170 billion
in 2014
• television projected to reach $420 billion
in 2014
• gaming industry expected to grow nearly 30%
over the next five years
By connecting talented Ontario producers with
successful Indian producers, executives and
financiers, exciting opportunities for future
collaboration are created for our cultural media
industries.
•••
At the 30th anniversary of Canadian Music
Week (CMW) in March, OMDC presented the
International Marketplace at CMW 2012, an event
which has been instrumental in putting Canada
on the map for many foreign music companies;
and Spotlight on Latin America & Focus on Spain/
Portugal – developing markets with enormous
potential for Ontario-created content: retail
revenues in the Spanish digital music market
alone are expected to reach $219 million in the
next two years.

The OMDC delegation, with support from Telefilm Canada,
visited film studios and conducted business meetings in
Mumbai, then travelled to Goa for the four-day Film Bazaar.
During IFFI, one of the largest film festivals in India, the
delegation participated in seminars, met with business
leaders, held market screenings and delivered a panel on
Producing in Canada.
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OMDC’s International Financing Forum (IFF)
The Sixth Annual International Financing Forum
put the spotlight on co-production potential for 41
Canadian and international producers developing
English-language film projects. OMDC brokered 270
producer-to-producer meetings, 420 executive-toproducer meetings and 135 executive-to-producer
roundtable meetings, giving Ontario producers
unparalleled access to international partners.

IFF 2011 How Attractive is Your Package? Panel (L to R):
Moderator Mike Goodrich (Screen International) with panelists
Chris Hastings (1066 Productions), Mark Ankner (William
Morris Endeavor) and Christine Vachon (Killer Films)

“The calibre of international producers and industry
professionals makes this a must-attend event and
I recommend IFF for launching any film into the
marketplace.”
– Christina Piovesan, Producer of The Whistleblower,
First Generation Films (Canada)
Since 2006, IFF has supported a total of 256 feature films,
including OMDC-supported Midnight’s Children (currently
in post-production) and The Whistleblower.
Producers Lab Toronto (PLT)
In collaboration with European Film Promotion (EFP)
and TIFF®, OMDC brought Canadian producers and
their European counterparts together again to explore
the potential for international co-productions. Designed
for independent producers with appropriate projects
in the pipeline, PLT included pitching sessions, case
studies and roundtables, as well as VIP networking
events and a bus tour of Toronto filming locations.

“It gives access to talent and financial sources
outside of Europe and facilitates global exchange
and international collaboration. The feedback from
last year’s group underscored the mandate of this
networking platform. A first co-production contract
was sealed and many very concrete projects are
being discussed at this time with contracts about to
be signed.”
– Renate Rose, Managing Director, European Film
Promotion (EFP)

Ontario Film Commission
Through its Film Commission, the OMDC markets the
province as a preferred destination for foreign and
domestic filmmakers, providing a local resource to
access services, streamline processes and coordinate
with other agencies and officials, all at no cost. In
addition to providing comprehensive location scouting
and facilitation assistance, the OMDC’s Digital
Locations Database offers scouts anywhere in the
world easy access to 217,000 high-quality images of
more than 10,000 Ontario locations. A new interactive
mapping function makes it easier for system users to
organize and share locations packages.
The OMDC, with
financial support
Over the past year the LA office
from the City of
helped bring 11 productions with
a value of $183 million to Ontario.
Toronto’s Film
and Television
Office (TFTO),
maintains a full-time marketing presence in Los
Angeles, providing on-the-ground support for U.S. film
and television productions accessing Ontario services.
Toronto/Ontario On Location in LA showcased the
province as a world-class destination for film,
television, post-production, visual effects and
animation. OMDC led the all-day marketing event,
along with support from the City of Toronto and the
industry consortium FilmOntario and participation
from over 35 leading companies and organizations in
Ontario’s screen-based industries.

“I’ve been all
over the world
in my film
career - the
States, Japan,
Mexico, Spain,
France, Italy,
Germany,
Scotland,
Pacific Rim
England,
New Zealand, Australia, China and on and on and on.
First impressions count; and from the get-go you and
your team were welcoming and helpful to us as we
worked out where we would be able to find a home
for Pacific Rim.”
– Callum Greene, Executive Producer,
Pacific Rim
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Celebrating Ontario’s Achievements

24th Trillium Book
Awards
The Trillium Book Award/Prix Trillium,
established in 1987 to recognize and support
the quality and diversity of Ontario writing,
is among Canada’s most highly regarded
literary prizes.
Ten English and ten French books in four
categories were short-listed for the 24th
Annual Trillium Book Award. Following author
readings by the finalists on the eve of the
awards ceremony, the winners were announced
at a gala luncheon on June 17. Interest in the
awards remains high, generating well over 47
million media impressions.
The two major English and French winners each
received $20,000; their publishers received
$2,500 to promote the winning titles. The
English poetry and French children’s literature
winners were awarded $10,000 each, with
$2,000 going to their publishers. All finalists
were given a $500 honorarium.

The 24th Trillium Book Awards were
presented to:

24th Annual Trillium Book Award winners (L to R): Jeff Latosik,
Rabindranath Maharaj with OMDC’s President & CEO Karen ThorneStone, Estelle Beauchamp and Daniel Marchildon

In anticipation of the 25th anniversary of
the Trillium Book Award, OMDC hosted a
series of four readings by former Trillium
Award winners in March and April. Past
winning English authors included Wayson
Choy, Jane Urquhart and Austin Clarke.
In Ottawa, OMDC hosted a reading with over
15 Franco-Ontarian Prix Trillium winners including Marguerite
Andersen, Paul Savoie and Didier Leclair.
On March 7, 2012, the
Trillium Book Award Public
Reading featured past winning
authors (L to R): Ian Brown,
Anne Michaels, Wayson Choy,
Nino Ricci, Richard B. Wright,
Jane Urquhart and
Austin Clarke.

English-Language:
Rabindranath Maharaj, The Amazing Absorbing Boy
(Knopf Canada)
French-Language:
Estelle Beauchamp, Un souffle venu du loin
(Éditions Prise de parole)
English-Language Poetry:
Jeff Latosik, Tiny, Frantic, Stronger
(Insomniac Press)
French-Language Children’s Literature:
Daniel Marchildon, La première guerre de Toronto
(Éditions David)
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On March 20, 2012, OMDC hosted a Prix Trillium Author Reading
in Ottawa by 16 of the previous French language winners. Back row
(L to R): Didier Leclair, Daniel Castillo Durante, Tina Charlebois, Antonio
D’Alfonso, Marguerite Andersen, Nancy Vickers, Éric Charlebois, Ryad
Assani-Razaki, Michel Ouellette, Michèle Matteau, Jean Mohsen Fahmy
and Marc Haentjens (Emcee). Front Row (L to R): Jacques Flamand
(seated), Pierre Raphaël Pelletier (seated), Andrée Lacelle, Angèle
Bassolé-Ouédraogo and Daniel Marchildon (not pictured).

Sarah Polley, producer/director/writer of Take This Waltz, speaking at
Celebrate Ontario

The OMDC’s annual salute to Ontario films
and filmmakers, Celebrate Ontario was held
during the Toronto International Film Festival®
in September, with more than 600 cultural
industry, government, media and academic
leaders in attendance. Sarah Polley, whose
film Take This Waltz was a Gala Presentation at
TIFF®, was the guest speaker. Once again, an
OMDC-produced compilation CD of critically
acclaimed Ontario music was distributed at
the event.
The OMDC celebrated the achievements of
Ontario’s creative industries in all cultural
media sectors. OMDC-supported artists,
producers and projects earned honours at
events including The National Magazine Awards;
MuchMusic Video Awards; Polaris Music Prize;
JUNOs and Canadian Music Week awards;
the Scotiabank Giller Prize and The Governor
General’s Literary Awards; the Gemini and Genie
Awards for cinema, television and digital media;
and the Canadian Game Development Talent
Awards.

Edwin Boyd: Citizen Gangster director/writer Nathan
Morlando (left) and producer Allison Black (right)

OMDC-supported company Spongelab won a National
Science Foundation award for Build-a-Body, an interactive
educational game about human anatomy.

Alyssa Reid - 2012 Canadian Radio Music Awards’
(CRMA) Factor Breakthrough Artist and Canadian Music and
Broadcast Industry Awards’ Nielsen Emerging Artist Award

Capybara Games picked up two prizes for Superbrothers:
Sword & Sworcery EP at The Canadian Game Development
Awards: Designer of the Year (Kris Piotrowski, pictured) and
Visual Artist of the Year (Craig Adams).
Mia Martina presents OMDC with her Gold Single,
Latin Moon (CP Records)
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Celebrating Ontario’s Achievements
continued

Ontario talent also made a number of high-profile Top Ten lists, proof that the global appeal of our
cultural media product extends well beyond our borders:
• Paper Bag Records’ artist Austra placed #1 on New York Magazine’s Top 10 List of 2011
• Three OMDC-supported films were featured on TIFF®’s Canada’s Top Ten
(A Dangerous Method, Edwin Boyd: Citizen Gangster and Take This Waltz)
• Playback Magazine’s 2011 Best of the Year named marblemedia “Transmedia Producer of the Year”
• Capybara Games’ Sword & Sworcery earned a spot on Time.com’s Top 10 of Everything 2011
• The Sisters Brothers was chosen for Amazon.ca Best Books of 2011 and Globe and Mail Top 100
Books of 2011; while Half-Blood Blues was named #1 by Indigo (Best of 2011 – Fiction)

Austra

A Dangerous Method
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Half-Blood Blues

The Sisters Brothers

Edwin Boyd: Citizen Gangster

Superbrothers:
Sword & Sworcery EP

Take This Waltz
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The global entertainment and media market was estimated to be worth more than US$1.35 trillion
in 2008, and is forecast to grow to approximately US$1.6 trillion by 2013.1 Creative industries now
represent a significant proportion of many countries' GDPs, as economies around the world
recognize the importance of the creative industries to their future economic growth. As the
“knowledge” versus “industrial” economy continues to grow in importance across all developed
and developing countries, creative industries are critical to the larger knowledge economy job
creation engine, preparing workers for a digital future that relies on creativity versus physical
work.2
During the first decade of this millennium, the Creative Cluster has emerged as a major – and
growing – source of GDP for Ontario. The creative industries in Ontario generate $12.2 billion in
GDP for Ontario's economy annually and are number one in Canada by GDP. Creative industry
GDP is now larger than Ontario's energy industry, is approaching 70% of the auto manufacturing
sector and surpasses those of agriculture, forestry and mining sectors combined.3
FIGURE 2: Selected Examples of Sectors and Their Share of Ontario GDP ($ billions
2006)

Source: Ministry of Finance analysis based on Statistics Canada data with dollars indexed to 1997.
Note: Sectors represented on chart are selective only; and some sectors overlap – e.g. auto
manufacturing is a part of the overall manufacturing sector cited.
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The Creative Cluster not only contributes to Ontario's economic, social and cultural well-being
today, but it has the potential to grow at a significant pace in the near future. While projections for
the six cultural industries are not available at a provincial level, we can look to global and
Canadian figures to predict the potential growth of the broader creative industries. Figure 3
(below) compares the expected rate of global growth with that of Canada. It shows that far from
being a mature industry experiencing slower growth, Canadian creative industries are forecast to
grow at the same rate as the global sector.
FIGURE 3: Growth of Selected Global and Canadian Creative Industries (Total Market
Spend, US$ millions)

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, Global Entertainment and Media Outlook 2009-2013.
Note: This group of creative industries includes the following sectors: recorded music, TV
advertising, video games, filmed entertainment revenues (incl. box offices), book publishing,
consumer magazines, and Internet (wired and mobile) advertising, which is used to indicate the
rapid growth of Internet and mobile content.
Ontario is among North America's top entertainment and media economies, ranking third in
employment (behind California and New York).4 It is among the world's highest revenuegenerating Creative Clusters, and has the potential to rise above its current status at the top of
the ‘second tier' of media economies5 to join the ranks of Paris, London and New York as a top-tier
entertainment and media economy.
While sustainable growth for any industry is contingent on a number of factors, evidence suggests
that Canada's and Ontario's creative industries are growing faster than the rest of the economy.
Approximately 1.1 million Canadians are estimated to owe their jobs (directly or indirectly) to
creative industries, which represented roughly 7.1% of Canada's total workforce in 2007.6
Between 1999 and 2007, Ontario's Creative Cluster job growth was double that of the rest of the
economy - 38.3% compared with 17% in the overall Ontario economy.7
FIGURE 4: Ontario Employment Trends
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Sources: Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey and Ontario Ministry of Finance,
reproduced from 2008 Ontario Budget Papers p. 25.
Recent years have marked a changing and more challenging economic landscape for Ontario. The
economy showed no real growth as 2008 ended; growth is forecast at just 0.7% in 2009,8 and
Ontario shed some 36,000 manufacturing jobs in January alone.9 However, Ontario's Creative
Cluster growth continues to outpace the rest of Ontario's economy. As Ontario's economy
continues to transition, creativity will be increasingly tied to the province's ability to compete for
growing global markets.
Continue </en/creative_cluster/cluster_report_strength.shtml>
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Ontario’s
Entertainment &
Creative Cluster

A Framework
for Growth

Foreword from the Minister of Tourism and Culture
The Ministry of Tourism and Culture is very pleased to present Ontario’s
Framework for the Entertainment and Creative Cluster – a document
that lays out a vision for the continued growth and leadership of
Ontario’s cultural and other creative industries.
Over the last decade, the Creative Cluster has grown at a rate even
faster than our overall economy. Between 1999 and 2007, Ontario’s
Creative Cluster job growth was double that of the rest of the economy
- 38.3% compared with 17% in the overall Ontario economy.
Ontario cultural industry firms – including companies in the film,
television, publishing, music, commercial theatre and interactive
digital media industries – have always been leaders in the domestic
entertainment industry; today many are reaching for – and finding – success in markets around the
world. The province is recognized for its excellence in fields such as domestic television production,
kids programming, animation, console video games and cross-platform programming. Companies like
Corus Entertainment, Decode Entertainment, Silicon Knights, Shaftsbury Films and Xenophile Media are
winning critical acclaim and expanding their international sales. Ontario’s long tradition of publishing
excellence is being extended into the digital world, with ventures such as Magazines Canada’s launch of
a digital magazine marketplace, while the eBook marketplace is providing an entirely new platform for
the works of Ontario’s legendary novelists and poets.
Our work on behalf of this fast-growing and culturally important Creative Cluster is a team effort,
spread across a number of Ontario government ministries with a commitment to the knowledge-based
economy of the future. I am grateful to the Ministries of Finance; Research and Innovation; Economic
Development and Trade; and Training, Colleges and Universities, for their advice and collaboration in
the development of this report.
The Creative Cluster’s partners in government are working together, to continuously innovate in
delivering the programs and services that have helped companies grow stronger and respond to their
daily business challenges.
The Ministry of Tourism and Culture has been the partner and champion of the cultural and creative
industries for many years. In 2006, the ministry recognized the maturity of this sector, and its growing
economic importance in the digital age, by adopting a cluster-based approach to the development
of these industries and forming partnerships across the Ontario government. This new document
builds on this legacy and looks to the excellent opportunities, in Canada and around the world, that lie
ahead for the Creative Cluster. We hope the industry – companies, trade organizations, post-secondary
institutions, creator groups and the many other industries that form a rich value-chain in the Creative
Cluster – will join us in the discussion, laying the foundation for the next wave of growth.

The Honourable Michael Chan
Minister of Tourism and Culture
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Introduction:
Ontario’s Creative Cluster
The future of the entertainment media world is taking shape today. Ontario companies in the Creative
Cluster are recognized around the world for their ability to entertain, inform and inspire people – on the
screen, on the page, on the stage and in an exploding array of mobile digital devices.
Although many segments of the economy contain creative elements, the Creative Cluster is comprised
of individuals and companies whose primary occupation is the creation, production and monetization
of creative products. The Creative Cluster’s broadest definition consists of all activities directly involved
in the development and production of creative products and services. It also includes the supporting
industries which enable the production and distribution of creative content. Figure 1 (below) provides
a visual representation of the broad definition of the Creative Cluster:

Figure1: The Broader Creative Cluster
Core Arts and Cultural Workers
Actors
Writers and Authors
Visual Artists
Performing Artists
Cultural Institutions

Creative
Supporting

Creative Industries

Content

Cultural
Industries

Core

Content Production Cluster
Video Production (Film, TV, Mobile and Online)
Music Recording and Publishing
Commercial Theatre
Interactive Digital Media (incl. mobile content)
Magazine Publishing
Book Publishing
Newspaper Publishing
Broadcasting (Radio and TV)
Wider Creative Industries
Design (Industrial, Graphic, Fashion etc.)
Advertising
Supporting Industries
Consumer Electronics
Information Technology
Software Development
Printing
Recording Materials
Broadcast Distribution
Wireless Carriers
Specialized Finance
Specialized Education
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Ontario’s Creative Cluster:
Growing Faster than the Rest of the Economy
The global entertainment and media market was estimated to be worth more than US$1.35
trillion in 2008, and is forecast to grow to approximately US$1.6 trillion by 2013.1 Creative
industries now represent a significant proportion of many countries’ GDPs, as economies
around the world recognize the importance of the creative industries to their future economic
growth. As the “knowledge” versus “industrial” economy continues to grow in importance
across all developed and developing countries, creative industries are critical to the larger
knowledge economy job creation engine, preparing workers for a digital future that relies on
creativity versus physical work.2
During the first decade of this millennium, the Creative Cluster has emerged as a major – and
growing – source of GDP for Ontario. The creative industries in Ontario generate $12.2 billion in
GDP for Ontario’s economy annually and are number one in Canada by GDP. Creative industry
GDP is now larger than Ontario’s energy industry, is approaching 70% of the auto manufacturing
sector and surpasses those of agriculture, forestry and mining sectors combined.3
FIGURE 2: Selected Examples of Sectors and Their Share of Ontario GDP ($ billions 2006)
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Source: Ministry of Finance analysis based on Statistics Canada data with dollars indexed to 1997.
Note: Sectors represented on chart are selective only; and some sectors overlap – e.g. auto manufacturing is a
part of the overall manufacturing sector cited.
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The Creative Cluster not only contributes to Ontario’s economic, social and cultural well-being today,
but it has the potential to grow at a significant pace in the near future. While projections for the six
cultural industries are not available at a provincial level, we can look to global and Canadian figures to
predict the potential growth of the broader creative industries. Figure 3 (below) compares the expected
rate of global growth with that of Canada. It shows that far from being a mature industry experiencing
slower growth, Canadian creative industries are forecast to grow at the same rate as the global sector.
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FIGURE 3: Growth of Selected Global and Canadian Creative Industries
(Total Market Spend, US$ millions)
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Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, Global Entertainment and Media Outlook 2009-2013
Note: This group of creative industries includes the following sectors: recorded music, TV advertising, video games,
filmed entertainment revenues (incl. box offices), book publishing, consumer magazines, and Internet (wired and mobile)
advertising, which is used to indicate the rapid growth of Internet and mobile content.

Ontario is among North America’s top entertainment and media economies, ranking third in
employment (behind California and New York).4 It is among the world’s highest revenue-generating
Creative Clusters, and has the potential to rise above its current status at the top of the ‘second tier’
of media economies5 to join the ranks of Paris, London and New York as a top-tier entertainment and
media economy.
While sustainable growth for any industry is contingent on a number of factors, evidence suggests
that Canada’s and Ontario’s creative industries are growing faster than the rest of the economy.
Approximately 1.1 million Canadians are estimated to owe their jobs (directly or indirectly) to creative
industries, which represented roughly 7.1% of Canada’s total workforce in 2007.6 Between 1999
and 2007, Ontario’s Creative Cluster job growth was double that of the rest of the economy - 38.3%
compared with 17% in the overall Ontario economy.7
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Figure 4: Ontario Employment Trends
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Sources: Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey and Ontario Ministry of Finance, reproduced from 2008 Ontario Budget
Papers p. 25

Recent years have marked a changing and more challenging economic landscape for Ontario. The
economy showed no real growth as 2008 ended; growth is forecast at just 0.7% in 2009,8 and Ontario
shed some 36,000 manufacturing jobs in January alone.9 However, Ontario’s Creative Cluster growth
continues to outpace the rest of Ontario’s economy. As Ontario’s economy continues to transition,
creativity will be increasingly tied to the province’s ability to compete for growing global markets.
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Ontario has Across-the-Board Strength
in all Cultural Industries
While the general term ‘Creative Cluster’ encompasses the broader creative and supporting industries,
this framework focuses on the six cultural industries in Ontario, including film and television production,
music, book publishing, magazine publishing, interactive digital media and commercial theatre. These
six cultural industries are a subset of the ‘content production cluster’ in Figure 1.
Companies in these six cultural industries develop, produce and market products whose value resides
in their intellectual property (IP) rights. Although cultural industries have historically operated in silos,
convergence and interaction has been growing, as new digital platforms act as common denominators
for both the production and delivery of cultural products.
Unique among many world jurisdictions in the entertainment industry, Ontario’s Creative Cluster
blends together a legacy of excellence and expertise across all cultural industries.
The music industry in Ontario is currently undergoing a period of transformation. As traditional
sources of revenue decline (i.e. physical record sales) new sources are beginning to emerge. The music
industry, which has perhaps the longest history of digital distribution, is beginning to harness digital
media (Internet and mobile) as a viable means of generating income. In this context, the music industry
in Ontario is looking to licensing, live performances, merchandizing and other revenue streams to
account for gaps in revenue.
Although not as dramatically as the music industry, Ontario’s book publishing industry is undergoing
significant changes as it adopts digital technologies. Traditional markets and business models continue
to generate the lion’s share of revenues (and are slowly growing), but online and digital technologies
are retooling all elements of the book publishing value chain. Coping with changes that require
substantial investment (including recruiting new skill sets) is proving difficult for Ontario publishers
who are constantly struggling for financial resources. If Ontario publishers can successfully emerge
from this transition, they will remain one of the most competitive English-language book publishing
industries in the world.
The interactive digital media (IDM) industry in Ontario is characterized by near constant change,
primarily towards “lighter” platforms (i.e. mobile and other handheld devices) and the emerging
middleware market (e.g. physics engines for videogames, or software “porting” tools). The 2008
Canadian Interactive Industry Profile identified between 950 and 1,050 IDM companies in Ontario,
directly employing more than 16,000 people and generating between $1.3 billion and $1.5 billion in
gross annual revenue. Video game design and development is the key driver of Ontario’s IDM revenues,
with 39.2% of the province’s share coming from this sector. The broader Entertainment/Arts category of
IDM activities (including video games as well as the creation of cross-platform entertainment products)
amounts to 45.5% of total IDM activity. 9.6% of revenues come from work in simulations and interactive
training, with a further 8% coming directly from software design and development.
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Ontario’s film and TV production industry has been fairly stable over the past few years, with gains in
domestic production occurring at a faster rate than the growth of foreign service production. While film
and TV production volumes vary from year to year, they tend to be cyclical. In recent years, variances
have occurred against a backdrop of significant changes in the broadcasting industry overall, as well
as in the market for certain genres of production, such as scripted drama. Ontario has been actively
engaged in maintaining the competitiveness of this industry through enhancements to our film and
television tax credit environment.
Ontario’s magazine publishing industry is one of the most stable elements of the Creative Cluster. It
has a large domestic market share and a relatively strong financial balance sheet. This success is due
in part to the ability of this sector to leverage a highly skilled workforce to meet the needs of many
diverse niche markets. That said, with more content moving online, previously inaccessible foreign
publications are becoming available to Canadian readers, intensifying the level of competition facing
Ontario magazine publishers. Low levels of profitability are also hampering the efforts of Ontario
publishers to adapt to the changing digital landscape.
Most theatres in Ontario are not-for-profit playhouses although they depend substantially on the
commercial revenues from ticket sales. Meanwhile, roughly 80% of the industry’s revenue base comes
from larger commercial theatres like Mirvish Productions and Dancap Productions.10 The industry is
centred in Toronto, Niagara-on-the-Lake and Stratford; these locations rely in large part upon cultural
tourism to support audiences. The sector is, therefore, sensitive to fluctuations in tourism (e.g. resulting
from a high Canadian dollar or a slumping U.S. economy). Despite this challenge, Toronto theatres have
grown in terms of revenues since 2006.11
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Ontario’s Creative Cluster:
Common Features and Challenges
to Continued Growth
Each Creative Cluster industry has unique business models, creative drivers, distribution chains and
global trends which bear on their competitiveness. However, the industries within the Creative Cluster
also share a number of common features, including:
•

The changing corporate structure of the Creative Cluster – In recent years, consolidation and
vertical integration within the various industries in the Creative Cluster have had a significant
impact, particularly among anchor companies within and surrounding the creative industries
(e.g. broadcasters, distributors, retailers);12

•

The financial sustainability of companies – Creative Cluster firms can be poorly financed and
are often not particularly profitable. Without healthy profit margins and access to capital, it
is difficult to make the necessary investments to innovate, retain upwardly mobile staff or
expand internationally;

•

The presence of large buyers and/or distributors – Creative Cluster firms tend to be small
or medium in size, and so are not often in a position to benefit from the presence of large
customers or distributors owing to their relative lack of bargaining clout;

•

Human resources – Creative Cluster firms generally have a good supply of entry-level workers.
However, many face challenges in retaining staff or attracting high quality technical, creative
or management personnel from other jurisdictions.

These common features translate into a set of common challenges to the continued growth of the
Creative Cluster in Ontario.

Challenge 1: Increasing Global Competition
One of the most significant challenges is the rise of global competitors from emerging and advanced
economies. At least 100 global economies are vying for leadership in the creative industries as nations,
regions and cities realize the important economic and social rewards of establishing footholds in this
valuable sector. Jurisdictions worldwide are competing for buyers, production contracts, talent, and
investments. The proliferation of film tax credits and other incentives by american states and other
provinces is a major indication of this trend – with many now highly competitive with our own. At
the same time, Ontario must compete with increasingly sophisticated emerging economies that see
the value in providing low-cost services not only for their own creative industries, but increasingly for
the global marketplace. The outsourcing of animation or visual effects elements of film production to
jurisdictions like India, China and South Korea offers an example of this type of competition.
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Challenge 2: Financial Structure and Business Sustainability
To effectively compete, Ontario has to develop healthy financial structures and business sustainability
within the Creative Cluster. As Canada’s financial centre, Ontario is home to a large private investment
community, but one that has yet to fully identify and develop investment opportunities in the Creative
Cluster. Increased competition within the Creative Cluster has lent itself to ever-thinning profit margins;
this lack of growth capital is having a profound impact on Creative Cluster companies.

Challenge 3: Risk of Falling Behind Other Jurisdictions in Innovation
A company’s competitive advantage or market penetration can shift within months as new standards
replace old, or as consumers vote for new accessories or platforms with their dollars. Creative Cluster
innovation does not solely reside within the domain of content or pure technology, but rather, resonates
across the derivative domains of business models, business and production process, management,
entrepreneurship and particularly, corporate and product finance.

Challenge 4: Rapid Technological Change
Technological change and its associated market disruptions create opportunity, but also introduce
significant challenges. This is particularly true for some traditional cultural industries, as they need to
invest to keep up with the latest trends, business processes and efficiencies. As with the challenge and
risk of not keeping up with general innovation, the risk of not keeping up with technological change
can be difficult for any company not sufficiently funded to bear the full loss of one or several product
lines and/or the cost to build entirely new lines based on new technology platforms or IP.

Challenge 5: “Resting On Our Laurels”
The reality is that much of the world is working on improving the performance of their own Creative
Clusters. To sit still is to lose ground, which would be a mistake, given how far Ontario has come. This
would be particularly unfortunate given the current alignment of Ontario’s assets and accomplishments
which are in place to enable the province to move up to the top tier of the global Creative Clusters.
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The World is Changing:
Opportunities for Ontario
in New and Emerging Markets
Growth in the global entertainment and media market has led to increased export opportunities
for Ontario’s Creative Cluster (e.g. as emerging economies begin to spend more on entertainment
products), but has also heightened the competition (e.g. as these same emerging economies start to
develop their own Creative Clusters).
Other countries and regions have recognized that Creative Clusters represent a good investment for
future economic growth, and are aligning government support to stimulate this growth, gain global
prominence and attract future investment and talent. Ontario’s competitors rely on both quality
of product and competitive pricing of that product. The U.S. entertainment industry remains the
traditional global leader. However, small countries (e.g. Iceland and Finland) are also exporting their
creative products, and – along with larger economies in every region of the world – are working to
attract talent and investment. Ontario has also developed a leading role as a cost-competitive service
provider to other Creative Clusters, such as Hollywood, but intensifying competition from other service
jurisdictions is placing increased stress on this position.
Over the past couple of decades, Ontario cultural industries have proven to be leaders in international
sales and strong partners for co-production and distribution world-wide. This record forms a solid base
from which to approach the current situation, in which the market for creative products and services
is becoming increasingly globalized. Established markets (e.g. UK and France) as well as new and
emerging markets (e.g. India and China) represent significant opportunities for companies with good
quality and high value-for-money products and services.

Box 1: Case Study of Arts + Crafts Records
Founded in 2002, Arts + Crafts is an Ontario-based independent record label, management
company and music publisher. Arts + Crafts has a talent pool including such internationally
successful artists as Feist, Stars, Constantines, The Dears and The Stills. The company offers
a 50-50 revenue sharing scheme to artists, which is significantly more competitive than the
industry standard. The sense of community among the artists has served as a catalyst for
collaboration and as encouragement for artists to pursue their creative interests. Arts +
Crafts has found its niche in the cinematic market with music that has been featured in a
host of soundtracks, including The O.C., Falcon Beach, and The Comeback Season.
The company demonstrates how an artist-owned label can be successful domestically
but also expand and distribute globally. In January 2006, Arts + Crafts opened an office in
Europe (in a partnership with City Slang Records) thereby enabling Canadian independent
artists to distribute their records in the UK, Germany, Austria and Netherlands. Similarly, in
October 2008, Arts + Crafts opened an office in Mexico City where they plan to distribute
their own artists while also tapping into the talent pool in Mexico and South America.

Ontario’s Entertainment and Creative Cluster: A Framework for Growth
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Positioning Ontario to Take Advantage of the
Global Opportunity
The demand for high-quality content and affordable, highest-quality production is predicted to drive
the global entertainment and media market to all time highs. Ontario’s Creative Cluster is well poised
to take advantage of the growing global entertainment and media market, as well as realize a Canadian
opportunity projected to grow to over $20 billion by 2012. 13
Through a series of recent policy and program announcements, the Government of Ontario has
signalled its intention to dramatically accelerate innovation and knowledge-intensive industries to
ensure future prosperity.
Ministry of Tourism and Culture partners and agencies have been working to foster economic stimulus
through a wide range of inter-ministerial activities, which reflect or reinforce the province’s Open
Ontario plan – a new vision, introduced in 2010, to expand Ontario’s prosperity by engaging with the
world and seeking new solutions to issues that impede Ontario’s growth. The Open Ontario plan calls
for expanded educational achievement, expanded infrastructure and development of the Ontario
financial services market as a global leader. Many of the themes envisioned by the Open Ontario plan
match the potential of the Creative Cluster to contribute an even greater share of provincial GDP, driven
by world-class talent and private-sector investment.
Support of the Creative Cluster also links closely with the Ontario Innovation Agenda, a plan introduced
in 2008 to seize the many global opportunities for economic growth by making the most of the research
and innovation talent that rests with Ontario companies and institutions. The Agenda seeks to extract
more value from the province’s investment in its world-leading research institutions, attract and retain
the best talent and accelerate the commercialization of new discoveries. Its goal includes developing a
workforce with first-rate skills in creative arts and stimulating private investment in knowledge-based
companies. New content production is the fundamental form innovation takes in the Creative Cluster;
however, technological innovation is also a core element in the Creative Cluster (see Box 2). Digital
media content creators, as well as other content producers in the Creative Cluster, have already formed
closer links with colleges and universities to experiment with – and develop marketable products from
– exciting new technologies like 3D film and television and advanced motion-capture technologies.
Through the province’s Entertainment and Creative Cluster Partnerships Fund, more than $12 million
has been invested since 2007 in “outside-the-box” thinking – new partnerships and collaborations to
develop new ways of creating products, reaching audiences and doing business.

12
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Box 2: The Meaning and Importance of Innovation to the Creative Cluster
While innovation has traditionally been thought of as activities more closely linked to science
and technology, there is growing recognition of its applicability to the Creative Cluster. According
to one accepted definition:
“Innovation may be considered as the transformation of an idea into a new or improved product
introduced on the market, into a new or improved operational process used in industry and
commerce, or into a new approach to a social service.” 14
Art is creative, and the creation of any new music, TV, magazine product or any other piece of
intellectual property is inherently a creative act that introduces a new product to the market.
The development of new creative products or “right-brain” innovation is the core production
process of creative industries. Rapid technological developments have created a complementary
emphasis on “left-brain” or technological innovation. While innovation has never been absent
from the Creative Cluster, its effect as a key driver, both within and across all cultural sectors, is
now being felt as never before.
The rapid development of new creative products and ground-breaking innovations can have
a very substantial effect on the economy. An environment that actively promotes and fosters
innovation will attract talent and capital, and will grow faster than one where old ways
persevere.
Because of the disrupting influence of digital technologies, the level of innovation in the Creative
Cluster has risen significantly. Cultural industries are expanding the pace of innovation, as
formats, distribution platforms and business models are continually evolving in response to the
new opportunities. As the future of the Creative Cluster unfolds, closer collaboration with postsecondary institutions, researchers and partners throughout the Creative Cluster’s value chain
will be more important than ever.

Ontario’s Entertainment and Creative Cluster: A Framework for Growth
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Ontario Investments Driving Innovation
and Creative Cluster Growth
Past performance has shown that the Creative Cluster is responsive to government investments and
support services targeted to key needs – from tax credits, to support for attending international
marketing events, to flexible early-stage financing – as these early investments have yielded tangible
results. The Ontario Production Services Tax Credit (OPSTC), for example, is credited with establishing
Ontario as a globally recognized centre of excellence for film and television service production.
The economic potential and complexity of the Creative Cluster industries has given rise to a range
of supportive initiatives. Initiatives cut across several ministries, in addition to the work of the lead
program delivery agency, the Ontario Media Development Corporation (OMDC). Ministries providing
direct support to the Creative Cluster, or otherwise engaged with it on a policy basis, include:
•

Ministry of Tourism and Culture

•

Ministry of Economic Development and Trade

•

Ministry of Finance

•

Ministry of Research and Innovation

•

Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities

•

Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration

The OMDC, an agency of the Ministry of Tourism and Culture, is focused on the growth and well-being
of the cultural industries within Ontario’s Creative Cluster. The OMDC certifies eligible activities for the
provincial tax credit programs and delivers funding programs and services to the cultural industries.
It also assists in the promotion and marketing of Ontario’s cultural industries as world-class global
leaders in domestic and foreign markets. The agency’s activities in this area support both export of
Ontario products and services to the nation and the world, and inbound investment in the form of
production services assistance.
The Ontario government recognizes the need to keep pace with competition and its commitment to
the cultural industries has been reinforced through a series of significant investments in the OMDC
Table 1 below gives an overview of the key support programs currently offered to Ontario-based
cultural industry companies. These programs tend to be project-based and sector specific. At the same
time, support is relatively balanced between development, production and marketing/distribution.
Table 2 provides some examples of innovative new partnership projects funded through the Ministry
of Tourism and Culture’s Entertainment and Creative Cluster Partnership Fund.

14
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TABLE 1: Summary of Key Support Programs and Initiatives

IDM

Magazines

Books

TV

Film

Program/Incentive

Music

Industries

Value Chain
Element
Targeted

Tax Credits

Production (books and music
include distribution and
marketing)

OMDC Content and
Marketing Funds

Production and Marketing/
Distribution

OMDC Export Fund

Marketing/Distribution

The Entertainment
and Creative Cluster
Partnership Fund

Development and Production

Intellectual Property Fund

Development

Next Generation of Jobs

Development and Production

Emerging Technologies
Fund

Corporate Development
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TABLE 2: Examples of 2009/10 Investments through the Entertainment and Creative Cluster
Partnership Fund

Project

Description

Ontario Digital Games
Business Incubator
Network

Creates a network of business incubators and related institutions serving
the digital games development community in Ontario

Canadian Publishers
Digital Services
Implementation
Project (CPDS)

A suite of services being offered by the Association of Canadian Publishers
that will help publishers maximize the fast emerging opportunities
presented by digitization technology and build their capacity to flourish
and thrive in the quickly changing digital marketplace

Virtual Music Export
Office

Increases agility in the cluster and responds to major shifts in creation,
distribution and delivery systems

CASO Web Based
A suite of web-based social networking and marketing tools that that
Development Tools aka will: strengthen links between CASO members; improve CASO member
“CASO Cluster Hub”
outreach and recruitment; and provide a centralized marketing platform
for new business and employment opportunities

16

DOCShift: Real Stories
to Multiple Platforms

Creates business opportunities for Ontario filmmakers and new media
producers by facilitating the merger of skill sets and innovative interactive
documentary genres

X3 Source

Unites the very best music news, interviews, videos and more from
multiple publishing partners into an online resource that travels with you
as you browse your favourite music websites and blogs

The Interactive
Narratives Initiatives

Introduces a new media architecture featuring an adaptive nature that can
change the users’ experiences on the fly during the playback of audiovisual
content

DOC DigiMarket
Initiative Phase Two

Provides Ontario documentary producers and filmmakers with new
incubation and financing opportunities for cross-platform content, as well
as digital marketing and distribution training and resources

International Visitors
Programme

Builds on and expands the International Visitors (IV) Programme at
the annual International Festival of Authors in October to create new
international networking and business opportunities for Ontario publishers
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Project

Description

Canadian Magazines
International (CMI)

Connects Canadian magazine leaders with key international magazine
publishing innovators and decision-makers from around the world
and profiles Canadian magazine publishing leaders in a semi-annual
professional magazine (print and digital)

NXNEi

A new event for digital creators, tech entrepreneurs and new media
producers at the NXNE Festival and Conference focused on integrating
musicians and the music industry with the interactive world

Ontario: Read It Here

Promotes Ontario literature, locales and literary events to the widest
possible audience, on site and online

Fast Forward to
Trains industry professionals in a broader range of animation and business
a Digital Future skills so they can fully contribute to the long-term growth of Ontario’s
Education and Training entertainment and creative cluster
for Ontario Animation
2020 Media Futures

A multi-industry strategic foresight project designed to understand and
envision what media may look like by 2020

Designing Digital
Media for the Internet
of Things (DDiMIT)

Develops a physical space and tools for hands-on workshops,
collaborations and showcase events as well as a virtual space for
disseminating the work of local media companies

3D FLIC (3D
Film Innovation
Consortium)

Creates a model for applied research and development that will expand the
capacity for stereoscopic 3D cinema production in Ontario

Ontario’s Entertainment and Creative Cluster: A Framework for Growth
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Box 3: Examples of Recent Innovative Partner Ministry Programs
Finance
•

Recently enhanced Ontario’s six cultural industries’ tax credits, ensuring that programs
remain competitive against competing jurisdictions.

•

Introduced the Ontario Tax Exemption for Commercialization, which provides a 10-year tax
exemption for companies created to commercialize R&D carried out in Ontario institutions.

Research and Innovation
•

$5 million investment in the commercialization activities of the MaRS Discovery District,
a major R&D catalyst that is engaged with digital media and the creative industries.

•

Invested in new research and educational infrastructure, including investment in the new
Digital Media Institute at Stratford and the digital vision for the Ontario College of Art and
Design.

•

Introduced the $90 million Ontario Venture Capital Fund, to match private sector investment
and increase the level of venture capacity activity in the province with the guidance of
professional venture capitalists.

•

Created the Emerging Technologies Fund, which will provide $50 million a year over five
years to co-invest in companies in three high-potential sectors – including digital media
and information and communications technology.

Economic Development and Trade
•

In partnership with the Ministry of Research and Innovation, created the $1.5
billion Next Generation of Jobs Fund, with streams for investment attraction and
strategic sectoral development. These initiatives cited the Creative Cluster (and digital
media in particular) as key elements of future growth. Investments in the Creative Cluster
have attracted anchor companies to the province, like Ubisoft Entertainment and Starz
Animation.

•

Accelerates international investment and marketing promotion (e.g. trade missions,
videogame marketplace supports, etc.)

Training, Colleges and Universities
•

18

Responded to the changing economy with the $2 billion Skills to Jobs Action Plan, which
includes re-training, to help workers from sunset industries start second careers.
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Ontario’s Unique Value Proposition
This long legacy of both federal and provincial government support for cultural industries has created
in Ontario a very strong foundation across the spectrum of cultural industries. As a result, the province
is well-positioned to capitalize on global opportunities in these industries.
Traditionally, a part of Ontario’s Creative Cluster’s value proposition has been that of a low-cost, high
skills service provider. If Ontario is to compete effectively on the international stage, it must move
beyond this original value proposition to that of an adaptable, innovative, high-value jurisdiction that
is also cost-competitive.
Achieving this value proposition is possible as we examine Ontario’s key competitive advantages:
•

Proven ability to produce high-quality, cost-effective creative products

•

Wide breadth and strength across all of the cultural industries

•

Strength in enabling industries such as broadcasting, design and information and
communication technologies.

In addition to the strengths Ontario’s Creative Cluster offers, the province has its own demographics
that can further bolster Ontario’s unique value:
•

A diverse population: With citizens from over 200 countries, speaking 130 languages, Ontario
is the most multicultural province in Canada, and is home to the most diverse city in the world
- Toronto.

•

A varied ecology of companies: Ontario’s Creative Cluster is composed of a varied and diverse
ecosystem of companies, including a large number of small- and medium-sized businesses
and a scattering of medium to large anchor firms. Small start-up companies commonly make
great strides in technical and business model innovations, while larger businesses are often
able to open markets and distribution channels and can take advantage of opportunities
requiring more investment.

•

World-class training and post secondary training systems: Ontario produces world-class
animators, digital game creators and other innovators and attracts non-Ontarians who want
to train in these fields.

Drawing upon its natural strengths, Ontario’s Creative Cluster is in a position to promote a new unique
value proposition that balances cost-reduction (e.g. tax credits) with value-added, high-quality
products. With such a wide range of competencies, Ontario’s Creative Cluster is in an enviable position,
able to access and exploit a broad range of market opportunities as they emerge.

Ontario’s Entertainment and Creative Cluster: A Framework for Growth
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Box 4: Case Study of Little Mosque on the Prairie
Heading into its fourth season, WestWind Production’s TV series, Little Mosque on the Prairie,
is an example of the international appeal of Canada’s sensitivity to religion, race and ethnicity.
The show’s cast of Muslim and non-Muslim characters create a humorous contrast between
modern cosmopolitanism and an exaggerated sense of small-town bigotry.
After drawing a domestic audience of 2.1 million viewers during its premiere in 2007 and 1.2
million for the season, the show’s producers have signed deals across the globe including France
(Canal Plus); Turkey (Kanal); Israel (Stars 3); and francophone African countries (Canal+Group),
among others. In June of 2008, 20th Century Fox bought the format rights for the American
market.

20
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Growing the Creative Cluster in Ontario:
Current Opportunities

Two particular areas have emerged as
specific opportunities for Ontario to
accelerate growth within the Creative
Cluster and across the wider provincial
economy.

Figure 5: Opportunities for Ontario

Potential Rate of Growth

Ontario’s Creative Cluster has a significant
opportunity to increase its share of a large
and growing global market. Ontario’s
Creative Cluster has the potential to
ascend to the top tier of global leadership
across the creative industries. The Creative
Cluster could also represent a critical pivot
point that could leverage the Ontario
economy out of the recent economic
downturn and into the next emerging
economy – the knowledge economy.

Digital
Media

Continuous
Improvements
in Traditional
Industries
Relative Contribution to GDP

They are listed below:

Digital Media: Changing the Game
Digital media is not necessarily a discrete product line or product category, but rather accounts for
many activities related to the digital distribution and potential monetization of content. While currently
representing only about 5% of global entertainment and creative industries, it is an important segment
of all creative industries – and is by far the fastest-growing. As with software development, it is highvalue with respect to potential profit margins.
Global digital and mobile revenues totalled about $65 billion in 2006. By 2008, the same industry is
projected to have generated over $111 billion in global revenues – nearly doubling in size.15
This growth is in large part due to the movement towards ‘digital transition’ – the migration of analog
industries, such as publishing, production and television, to digital distribution and asset management.
It also represents the rise of entirely new forms of content, with associated opportunities, such as
Consumer-Generated Media (CGM), Massively Multi-Player Online Games (MMPOG) and Social Media
(e.g. Facebook apps, Twitter, etc.). Our Creative Cluster’s most significant disruptions, growth and
opportunity are expected to occur on the newer platforms: mainly video game consoles, mobile and the
Internet, particularly as existing franchises are migrated to new digital sales channels. Interactive digital
media is a market Ontario’s Creative Cluster must address strategically if it is to remain competitive.
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Box 5: Case Study of nGen
nGen is a “new media incubator” – a business generator and capacity builder in the interactive
media sector located in St. Catharines in the Niagara Region. Building on the success of gaming
developer Silicon Knights and strengthening the existing industry linkages, nGen has a mandate
to help the region stimulate the interactive media industry, retain talent and create as well as
exploit intellectual property.
OMDC’s Entertainment and Creative Cluster Partnership Fund has been a key source of nGen’s
funding, allocating $245,000 to the project in 2007. nGen has shored up its start-up costs,
estimated to be $560,000, with contributions from St. Catharines taxpayers and the company’s
partners.
The project’s seven partners include: Brock University, Niagara College, City of St. Catharines,
the Niagara Economic Development Corp., Niagara Enterprise Agency, Interactive Ontario
and the Silicon Knights gaming company. nGen capitalizes on these linkages by developing
collaborative projects including a mobile phone game of the War of 1812 and “Noise in Niagara”,
a website and music magazine that allows local musicians to promote their gigs and journalism
students to contribute reviews.

22
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Continuous Improvement
New growth areas, such as digital media, should not detract from the need to continue developing
Ontario’s traditional cultural industries. Ontario’s Creative Cluster has strength across all cultural
industries, a core attribute which most other jurisdictions lack. Traditional cultural industries, such as
film, television, music, theatre and publishing, represent a major share of Ontario’s Creative Cluster
GDP; they have products and core competencies that can provide content for digital media, as well as
being profitable activities in their own right. There are three specific means by which creative industries
can be improved:
•

Development of advanced support infrastructure (i.e. physical, institutional and financial)

•

Expansion of domestic share

•

Growth of export markets

These core activities have been central to the Creative Cluster’s past success, and will continue to
account for a significant share of the Creative Cluster’s GDP contribution for the foreseeable future.
Ontario’s cultural industries must continue to improve the quality and efficiency of their current
activities, associated production, processes, core competencies, skills, staff and infrastructure. This
focus is vital not only to their goals for global market penetration, but also in maintaining the success
already achieved to date.
Continuous improvement encourages innovative firms to gain “first mover” advantage and penetrate
new markets as they create new forms of content and new ways of monetizing that content.
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NEWS
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport

Ontario's Creative Industries Continue to Thrive
McGuinty Government Strengthening Creative Economy, Creating Jobs
January 21, 2013 11:00 a.m.
Ontario is building a more competitive creative industry by helping to drive sales, company
growth and job creation across all sectors.
Through the Ontario Media Development Corporation (OMDC) programs, the government has
made key investments in film and television, interactive digital media, book and magazine
publishing and music production that have generated millions in revenues and created
thousands of jobs.
Investments have resulted in:






37,000 weeks of work in film projects worth $500 million.
170 jobs in magazine publishing and $24 million in increased revenues.
166 jobs in book publishing and $44 million in increased revenues.
112 music industry jobs and $23 million in increased revenues.
700 jobs and $56 million in reported revenues from interactive digital media projects.

Helping to build strong and competitive businesses in the creative industries is part of the
McGuinty government's plan to create jobs and strengthen the economy.

QUOTES
" Ontario is home to a wealth of cultural assets and creative talent that has earned us the
international reputation as a preeminent film-making centre and live music destination. Our
government is proud to support the success and sustainability of our creative sector and partner
with artists, musicians and music industry to build an innovative creative economy that
showcases Ontario on the world stage."
- Michael Chan
Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport
" The OMDC Music Fund enabled us to create our very own digital download store — the first in
Canada — which got us press in Billboard magazine. The Fund enables us to punch above our
weight, to do more and with greater intensity."

- Jeffrey Remedios
President and Co-Founder, Arts and Crafts
" The resources and financial support producers have access to in Ontario is the envy of content
creators around the world. As a conscientious investor, the OMDC immerses itself into the
thinking behind each project ensuring that taxpayers are contributing to the growth and
development of our industry and lending a hand in building viable businesses."
- Mark Bishop
Co-CEO and Executive Producer, marblemedia
" We would probably not be in digital publishing without the OMDC Book Fund. Now we are
doing conversion, we have better metadata, everything really that is involved in selling books
digitally and in creating digital books. As a small press, we maintain our viability by being
careful. But we leveraged the Fund to take on more risk."
- Margie Wolfe
Publisher, Owner and President, Second Story Press

QUICK FACTS






Ontario’s entertainment and creative industries support over 300,000 jobs.
Ontario is home to approximately 1,000 interactive digital media companies, employing
16,000 people and generating almost $1.2 billion in revenue.
Film and television production accounted for close to 30,000 direct and indirect jobs and
contributed almost $1.3 billion to Ontario’s economy in 2011.
Many Ontario television series, including the recently-concluded Flashpoint, have been
sold in over 100 international markets.
Ontario’s broader live music sector generates $455 million in revenues and contributes
$252 million to the Canadian economy.

LEARN MORE


Read more about how Ontario’s creative industries are thriving in OMDC’s 2011-2012
year in review.
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Strongest Year Ever for Ontario’s Film and Television Industry
2012 Production Results Supports Economic Growth, 29,000 Jobs
March 1, 2013

Film and television production results for 2012 are reinforcing Ontario's position as a world-class production centre.
Film and television activity contributed $1.28 billion to the provincial economy in 2012 and accounted for almost 29,000 full-time
direct and indirect jobs. Since 2008, economic activity has increased by 90 per cent and the 2012 financial results are the
strongest ever.
2012 results highlights include:
• Domestic film and television production accounts for $871.9 million - representing 68 per cent of total activity
• Television series produced the strongest results with domestic productions representing $698.2 million, up from $626.7
million in 2011 - an increase of 11.4 per cent
• Foreign television production represents $270.6 million, up from $150.2 million in 2011 - an increase of 80 per cent.
The new Ontario government, through the Ontario Media Development Corporation, is helping to stimulate growth and
innovation in the creative industries. This is a key part of The Way Forward in building a strong economy and a fair society.
Quick Facts
• Ontario's tax credits to support the film and television industry are valued at over $200 million annually.
• Ontario’s entertainment and creative cluster supports almost 300,000 jobs and contributes $12.2 billion annually to the
provincial economy.
• In addition to film and television, the cluster includes book and magazine publishing, sound recording, and interactive
digital media.
Quotes
"The 2012 results prove that once again Ontario is the place to be for film and television production and reinforces a reputation
that continues to grow. The new Ontario government is committed to supporting the industry to ensure that Ontario remains
competitive in international markets and excels as a global capital for film and television."
-- Michael Chan, Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport
"Ontario offers a winning combination of government support, stable and competitive financial incentives, world class
infrastructure, superb talent and skills, and diverse locations which together have allowed us to attract and retain a strong slate
of production activity again in 2012. This commitment has ensured the growth and stability of our production sector over the
long term. While foreign film and television production continues to be an important part of our strategy, we are especially
pleased by the strong performance of our domestic companies which anchor the industry in Ontario."
-- Karen Thorne-Stone, President & CEO, Ontario Media Development Corporation
"Producing Beauty and the Beast in Ontario was an easy decision to make as Ontario is a hub of high-end production that
delivers hundreds of hours of television programming to the US and international markets on an annual basis. Not only do we
have award-winning technical and creative crews, but we have film-friendly locations and first-class studios and post-production
facilities. In addition to the talent pool and infrastructure, Ontario offers competitive and dependable production tax credits. The
combination of these elements makes Ontario an attractive choice for domestic and global production."
-- Frank Siracusa, Executive Producer/President, Whizbang Films Inc. and John Weber, Executive Producer/President, Take
5 Productions Inc.
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Appendix H Form 1

CONSULTATION REPORT FOR
NEW PROGRAMS & MAJOR PROGRAM REVISIONS
Revised: April 8, 2013

MEDIA FOUNDATIONS

Title of Proposed Program:
Submitted By:

Dana Morningstar, Chair, Contemporary Media

MTCU code:

The Academic Program Planning Sub-committee (APPS) has approved the new program idea.
The following consultations are required before the full business plan is submitted to APPS
(Stage Gate 2).

1. Area: Academic Division - Academic Studies
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

2. Area: Academic Division - General Studies
Date of Meeting: School growth plan –
May 6 presentation
Email – May 21, 2014

Centre for Academic Excellence

Participants:
Steve Patterson

Quality through Collaboration

Results of Discussion:

Thanks, Dana.
I suspect that you are correct that it is likely that relatively modest changes will happen to GAP1
enrolments and new program growth across college may balance out changes. We currently
have approximately 100 Media Program Major declarants a year. Many will opt for GAP1, still,
while others will proceed with Media Foundations, based on their equivalent admission criteria
and post-secondary purposing.
We could lose GAP1 enrollments anywhere ranging from 30-50 in a worst-case-scenario, in
time, of course, in large part due to the advanced gridding they will receive in the new Media
Foundations Cert/Dip (due to their increased course load) for MIA and other competitive
programs. By way of explanation, GAP1 students, with 15 TCH a week (5 courses a term) is
out-scored often even now by PHS, for example, which has a similarly advanced gridding (more
gridding potential). Students will eventually catch on to this fact.
Of course, on the flipside, some Media Foundations students will recycle to a GAP1 GENStudies Major too each term.
In any event, we’re happy this is proceeding for the College.
Hope that helps,
s
Stephen Patterson
Acting Chair

Issue(s) Unresolved:
Flow of applicants and students is hard to predict as is number of net new students

3. Area: Academic Division - Other Affected
Division(s)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

4. Area: Centre for Academic Excellence
Date of Meeting:
School growth plan – May 6
presentation

Centre for Academic Excellence

Participants:

Quality through Collaboration

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

5. Area: Centre for Research and Innovation
Date of Meeting:
May 22, 2014
Results of Discussion:

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Participants:
Dan Douglas

Something more direct should be included to identify where and how it will be included. As this
is a new program, research is required at the start of the program. The 5 year timeline (which is
now 4 because we are already one year in) was used because all existing programs would be
reviewed within 5 years. For new programs, research and innovation need to be included from
the start of the program.
Cheers,
Dan
Issue(s) Unresolved:

6. Area: Continuing Education
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected
x

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

7. Area: Regional Campuses
Date of Meeting:

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

8. Area: Co-operative Education (Co-op )
Date of Meeting:
Email – May 21, 2014

Centre for Academic Excellence

Participants:

Quality through Collaboration

Results of Discussion:

Hi Dana
No issues from us, looks like a great strategic move!
Darlene
Issue(s) Unresolved:

9. Area: Facilities Management (Space Requirements)

Business Plan: 6.01

Not Affected 

Participants:
Date of Meeting: no face to face
meeting other than academic plan
Shawn Harrington
presentation May 6 - DM
Email consult – June 6, 2014
Results of Discussion:
Use of existing general purpose and dedicated academic space has been identified. Assumed no new
academic space required. Any additional academic space requirements to be identified by Resource
Planning. No additional space identified for the increase in camera equipment identified – assumed
existing space in Media Loans is adequate. Media Loans to identify any additional space needs.
Additional FT faculty (1) plus NFT (?), coordinator (1) and support workstations (?) have been identified.
M3010 does not have capacity to accommodate any additional staff without a reconfiguration and
downsizing of faculty workstations to college standards. Additional academic office space is likely
required.
Issue(s) Unresolved:
Additional academic space is needed for staff desks

10. Area: Timetabling and Scheduling (Timetabling
and Scheduling)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:

Business Plan: 6.01

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.07

Not Affected 

Issue(s) Unresolved:

11. Area: Financial Services (Budget Projections)
Date of Meeting:
Email – May 21, 2012
Results of Discussion:

Participants:
Steve Firth

Results of Discussion:
- Document in business plan was still draft version. Conversations were held with Steve Firth by
email. Current preform does not predict
“let people know that the financials have yet to incorporate the impacts that may have to be

reflected with respect to enrollments and teaching costs in other programs.
Thanks,
- Steve
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Issue(s) Unresolved:
Document in business plan is accidently the draft version of the document sent out by D. Morningstar

12. Area: Human Resources (Staffing Plan)
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 6.03

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.01

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.02

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.05

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

13. Area: Information Services (Technology
Requirements)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:
Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

14. Area: International Centre
Date of Meeting:

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

15. Area: Library (Learning Resources)
Date of Meeting:

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

16. Area: Reputation and Brand Management
Date of Meeting:
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Participants:
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Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

17. Area: Registrar’s Office (Admission Requirements)
Date of Meeting:
Email – May 21, 2014
Results of Discussion:

Business Plan: 3.01

Participants:
Scott Walker

Hi Dana,
I don’t see any issues from an admissions standpoint.
Cheers,
Scott Walker
Senior Associate Registrar, Admissions

Issue(s) Unresolved:
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Not Affected 

18. Area: Registrar’s Office (Enrolment Projections)
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 6.06

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.08

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 5.01

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

19. Area: Registrar’s Office (Tuition Fees)
Date of Meeting:

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

20. Area: Reputation and Brand Management /
Recruitment (Student Demand)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:
Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

21. Area: Counseling and Accessibility Services
Date of Meeting:
Email – May 22, 2014
Results of Discussion:

Participants:
Heather Cumming

Here is my feedback. I’ve forwarded this to Robert Kitchen for his consideration as well.
There are no issues from an accessibility or counselling perspective that we do not already partner with
the School to address. The proposed size of the program should not have a significant impact on the
SSAs but are more new programs are launched, this will need to be considered
Issue(s) Unresolved:

22. Area: Contract Training Services
Date of Meeting:
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Business Plan: 5.02
Participants:
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Not Affected 

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

23. Area: Other Consultation, as required
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan:

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

24. Dean’s Comments

I verify that the above consultations have occurred and that all issues have been
resolved, with the exception of those noted above.
Date:
(Signature)
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